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TRACTION LINES
ACROSS THE RIVER
To Bei Projected Through Metropolis and Brook port

Eastern Capitalists Are Investigating
Situation and May Conclude
This Week.

TO TAP THE MINING DISTRICT.

PADUCA1111 KY.. FRIDAY EVENING. DECEMBER 28. 1906.
•
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BANK SUES REIIKOPF
ON EIGHT NOTES 11'
SAYS HE ENDORSED '
4
This afternoon a suit was tiled by Attorneys Bradshaw &
Rradalusw, J. C. Flournoy and
W. D. Greer for the American.
German National bank against
E. Rehkopf for a total of $14,J66.62, alleged to be due oa
notes he endorsed for the E.
Rehkopf Saddlery company and
for B. M. Philley, as follows:
The rustidlery company notes
are for $500, $6,00, $500,
$616.62, ree100 and e450. The
Philley notes ter $111.000 and
$2,000.
Each of the notes show the
personal endorsement of E.
Retikopf, the petition declares.
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10 CENTS PER WEEK

BIG TREE

ENDED;
IS VICTOR

DEATH WINS RACE; DEFENDS BROTHER 144*61`444444'6'weesm441"4 ".. FAVORS VIADUCT
WOUNDED MAN DIES IN POLICE COURT
ON TENNESSEE ST.
JEWELERS ARE TAKING
CLOCK SIGNS DOWN
ON BROADWAY TODAY

John

Wurth

Expires

Whil

Hurrying To Paducah

T. C. Smith Succeeds in One
Case But Fails in Other

Accidentally Shot He Bight Shamiler Carrying Concealed a Deadly Weapand Arm Away While
on Earns for Him Jan SentHunting.
ence and Fine.

HOME WAS BEYOND LONE OAK. "BEARSKIN"

JACKSON

WAIVES

No longer will pedestrians on
Rroadway looking up behold
great clocks and watches waspetuled overhead aith their
hands pointing stolidly to the
hour of the death of a groat
man. Jewelers today are talking
down the signs, beceuee mare
sort of swinging or projecting
sign, except the electric alga
erected under direetion of the
board of public works, must be
removed before January 1. Warmasts will be taken out for the
belated ones on that date.
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Mayor May Mention
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Enteri Into
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Message---Select Police
And Firemen

elite in Kentucky
endetei, feu

Lower liktarti of General Council
WW Consider .1i/tended License
et'

I
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REPORT ON LIGHTING PLANT
!indications point to an interurban
T C. Smith, grocer and saloon
With his right shoulder and arm
traction line for isotatbern Illinois,
torn to shreds by the discharge of a keeper, at Finley and Sixth streets,
and a delegation of capitalists are ;••
tet
eeeteee ."
A. viaduct over the Illinois Central
shotgun, John \earth, a farmer, lost turned lawyer this morning and de:1;
now In the neki investigating the sittracks on Tennessee street, is one of
a 141-tulle rare against dearth yester- fended his brother successfully in a
uation. The line le projected be'he recommendations Mayor Yetser
day afternoon and died in Guy Nance malicious assault and
breach of
tWeen Metropoirs and Brook port,
probably wig make to the geeeral
& Bon's anabuiance. while being hur- peace cape, but failed in a case for
Golconda, Harrisburg and intermecouncil in his annual menage next
ried to Riverside hoot/ital. His body carrying concealed a deadly weapon
diate points, with the perpose of
On Monday. December 24, Charles URI le AtJAIN READY TO SA(21.1- month. There is a large district
wag taken to the undertaking pararentually reaching Belleville and
Smith, a brother of the proprietor,
west of the Illinois Central tracks
lors of Nance & Son.
FICE HIMSELF.
t'OMMITTEES SOuerrING FUNDS
Neat et. Louis.
that has but two outlets, over BroadJohn Worth and his brother, Sort- was left in charge of the saloon.
FOR GLANS PLANT.
It is said that a promoter has
way and Tennessee street.. The
•
Wurtti went hunting yesterday James Jones got boisterous and after
raised a large subscription in the
streets are ten blocks apart, and when
morning.
Before climbing a fence insisting on Smith's fighting him
towns on the line, and brae secured
a half mile from their home beyond was accommodated. Smith used his Fire* Bum steadily on Altar of His residence of that erection go by way
Patriotism and It's Up to
dilate of way over a greater part of
of Tennessee street they incur great
Met This Morning at Commercial Lone Oak, John Wurth stood his gun teeth on Jones' nose with effect
the Party.
the route.
Jones
danger,
grew
angry
as the tracks are a• block
/against
after
he
the
fence
thought
On
gaining
Rooms
the
and Began an AcClub
The route proposed will tap the
apart and horses are easily
other side he grasped the barrel and about It and went back for more,
tive Canvass.
frightenriver towns, a good farming section
ed by trains backing over the street
started to pull the weapon through.. Smith drawing a small Pocket knife
and the miaipg districts of southern
Therewas a sudden expeosion and but being held to prevent its use
Topeka, Kas., Dec. 28.- in an
Winds, and it is saki to be the putthe unfortunete man fen in a besp. Allies was fined $20 and "trimmings" Interview hers today William J
Connell Meets Tonight.
Ewer). committee named by the His brother
pose cif the promoter to engage in
Mayor Teeter has caked the lower
ran to his assistance sad far breach of peitee and Smith was Bryan practically admitted he would
freight es well as paseeager hauling Commercial club to canvass for funds found
his entire right /boulder end dtsmiesed. Smith was also dismissed be • candidate for the presidential board of the general council to meet
The ineestigation probably will be for the proposed glass plant was rep- arm blown
Into Arena. He tried to on the charge of malicious assault. nomination before the next Demo- mnight le special session to concur
concluded this week or earrly next resented at the meeting this morning tarry John
in the action of the board of alderWhea the warrant. charging Smith cratic national convention.
Wurth bons*, but the
week, when it will be known what by at leas( two members. More money burden
was too great. Running carrying eoacealed a deadly weapon,
"While I have not yet announced 1 men. amending the license ordinance.
sort of a report the capitalists, who was subscribed at this meeting and borne he
secured his horse and bear/ was called the stumblingblock for his would- be a candidate." said Bryan. reducing the licensee of brewery
reprise/est interests in New York, will the committeemen were all ap)arent- end brought
the wounded one to the "attorney" was met.
"I have not stated I would not be a agents and druggists selling liquors.
carry back with them.
ly enthusisetic over the prospect.
"Thirty dollars and costs and ten candidate and do not Intend
house.
to. Such
Col A. J. Decker presided over
Dr, C. L. Shelton of Lone Oak. days in jail against Smith," was the a high honor as a presidential nomiPollee Ciesamissiossere.
the meeting. He is thoroughly con- sew the
PERILOUS POSITION.
judgment
of the court.
Policemen and STOID011 ere interwounds were serious and
nation is something no American
versant with the proposition and ex- called for
"Bearskin" Jackson Waives.
ested in the brie( meeting of the
the ambulance. It started
citizen should decline."
Held by Engineer on siwitch Engine plained the whole matter in detail to shortly before
"Bearskin" Jackson, colored, who
hoard of pollee and fire commissiondusk and was driven
the committeemen.
in I. C. Yards.
er, seheduied for tonight, wbea
back as rapidly as possible, but the shot at Conductor Will Whale on a
the
thirty patrolmen and Malice °Sone
patient gradually sank and just se Rowiandtown car, waived examinaA. W. Shepherd, engineor on
tion and furnished a cash bond of
and firemen will be appointed.
Wallace park was peeved, be died
Few
switch engine No. 15, in the Illinois
$200 for his appearance in circuit
hangee are anticipated, other than
John Wurth was 45 years old
and
Central yards, Is able to be out tocourt.
to
increase the polio. force. It is
a nubstant let isomer. He is sur•
day for the first time since Monday.
Robert Lee Hawkins. charged with TIN HORN PUNMIRIAS ROOF OF said Frank temerMey, formerly
'
yed by his wife and five children.
marDecember 24. He had a narrow esket master will be taken care of,
BOY'S MOUTH,
The body of Worth was prepared Obtaining money by false pretenses,
cape from death His engine left the WILL BE EXPOSED TONIGHT AT for burial
and there may be some netting in the
this mornfng and takes was granted a continuance.
RESCUE MISSION.
tracks and tnrned over writhe mountOther cases: Will Schroeder, nue
detective force and at tee
heck to bis home. The futienti hour
Police elkeing the coal chats with font Madett
Mame. held OMR January 15 Tom
tem.
has sot been dftermined, but will
Forrest,
nen
Val
Remy
of
Fiwreat.
coal cars. He was pinioned under the
Lynch, drookennesi, $1 and costa
immetime tom/ -row morning.
Valls and Hasains Serious
engine and did not get out until as- Flatly Six Hundred
Coroner Frank Eaker was noticed and suspended if he leaves the city;
Lighting Plant Report.
Are Expected to
Injury.
sisted after the big machine stopped.
In accordance with Instructions of
this morning of the accident and will Walter Barnhill, colored, flourishing
lie Present and Receive Gifts
The coal cars were stopped by the aua pistol, left open; Albert McReythe general council J. 0. Keebier,
make an investigation
Generously Donated.
toMatle brakes which saved them
nolds, colored, striking his wife, consuperintendent of the city netting
from coming back on the engine. Entinued.
Only the fortunate position of a plant, and John W. Holmes, expert
SUPPLANTS TIMID LIFE-SAVER
gineer Shepherd's back was sprained.
horn which Wee Val Forrest, roue employed by the general council, are
The biggest Christmas tree ever
NEW PATTERN RIFLE.
years old, was blowing 'eyed him Inspecting the bills of the Oraeral
fiurfniazi Replacer Captain Who RePUTS BEES BEFORE DAUGHTER had in Paducah will et:retain toys,and
from probable fatal injury, but be El.' Inc company, froM which the
fused to .ittempt Rescue.
food and clothing for the poor at UnGerman Army to Hate Weapou is suffering the loss of his soft palate new *gulp:sent of the
municipal
ion Rescue Mission tonight The tree
Which Reloads by Recoil.
as a result of an accident in which plant was purchased, and making •
A. I. Root Keeps Away From Wedis exposed at 7:30 o'clock. sad it is
Muskegon. Mich., Dec. 28- Robthe toy horn took a prominent part. thorough test of the apparatus This
ding to Pursue His Experiments.
the hope of the Rev. and Mrs R. W. ert McKenzie, a surfman of the MusFerree, Germany, Dec. 28.- The
The Mule fellow Is the sot of Mr. Will be completed Monday, when a
Chiles that everyone who goes will kegon life-saving station, has been government small acme factory here
Henry Forrest. of the O'Brien addi- report will be reedy for the boards.
Medina, 0., Dec. 28.- Because of receive something. Last year 500 promoted to
take charge temporarily has been ordered to work over time. tion
He had a small tin horn in his
absorbing experiments be is making were present, and this year it Is pre- of the life-saving
station at Holland, It Is reported that the government mouth yesterday afternoon
Thanks Bernie-ins Bros.
running
with bees A. I. Root, known as the dicted that fully 600 will be
in at- Mich. Captain Pool. at Holland, and has decided to rearm the Infantry about the bourn.
Mayor Telser today wrote a letter
stumbled
He
and
"bee king," did not leave Florida to tendance.
one of his men were dismissed recent' with a new model rifle, probably one
fell. The mouth piece wee sharp and to Messrs. L. W. and B. Bernheim of
attend the wedding
today of his
This big Christmas tree feature I,- following an investigation of the of the several patterns which
Lou -.vele, thanking them for their
have cue the roof of his mouth.
daughter, Miss Carrie Belle Root,and was originated by The Sun, which
fi- dtath of four men, who perished in long been under consideration, and
donation of 1.000 bushels of coal for
Lieliwyn Boyden of New York. The nally wee forced to turn the
affair the pier extension work there in a which reload by the Terme, thus elims
the , Ity poor.
wedding came at a time when Mr. over to the active management
NEEDS NEW FLOOR.
of storm. The Holland life-savers were Mating reloading by hand, and corRoot wr - in the midst of an import-. the mission as it grew so popular
as called upon to go to the relief of the respondingly increasing the rapidity
BURTON BUSY.
sat experiment with queen bees anJ to become unwieldly except in con- imperiled men, but
Heavy Atrial Truck Sinks in at the
decided that • of fire.
he could not leave.
nection with an institution of that rescue was impossible.
Fire Station.
Working Upon Revised Rivers wad
kind. But The Sun has always fosterTO EMPEROR'S FfICRTH SON.
learbore Appropriation Rill.
EXILED AS REBEL, f4.110(YTS SELF ed it and taken up a collection for
matter
incoming
A
the
general
Wife as Security.
the tree through the columns of the
council
will
be asked to consider is
Omaha. Neb., Dec. 28 --Jaanes Princess' Alexandria
Victoria of
Washington, D. Ce Dec. Pl.-Son of Wealthy Mexican, Driven paper. Merchants lave responded Bean, a raieroad
the floor in the No. 1 fire station. It
man, startled ofileent
erele‘Wimeolatein Betrothed.
Chairman Burson, of the rivers and
From Country, Attempt* Suicide.
moat liberally to appeals and the of the Omaha Loan and
Is absolutely beinelearY.
Mortgage
harbors committee, is working night
gifts will be worthy of the effort.
The heavy aerial ladder truck is and day
company today by offering to leave
Berlin, - Dec. 28.-Princess Alexon the elg appropriation 6111
Detroit, Dec. 28.- Felipe Juarahis wife with the company for three andria Victoria
of Schleewig-Floistein causing tbe trouble. The brick floor which is to be reported immediately
gui, aged 25, said to be the son of
HOLIDAY CRIME RECORD.
where the truck stands has been after
days' security for a loan hO was try- 9onderbergeelucksbur
the holidays. A full meeting
g, hag been bewealthy parents in Durango. Mexico,
ing to negotiate
Mrs. Bean accom- trothal to Prince Augustus William. worn and sunken In unttt it is a bard of the committee is
expelled on Dec.
and to have been expelled from that Three Murders, Three Deaths by Ac- panies-1 her
matter to get the truck started out .11, .hen
husband to the <Aloes of fouerb son of Emperor William.
the entire bill will he gone
country for connection with a revocident and a Suicide.
of
'building.
the
the company, and expressed her willBrick
will not be over te the committee. The
Premixes Alexandria is the second
meeting
lutionary movement, attempted
to
inenton to be turned over as security daughter of
substantial enough material and it wiM be for
Duke Frederick of Seer*
reels/ion end correction of
commit suicide here this afternoon,
Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 28.- Today's for the loan.
been
has
suggested
that
either
wig-Hoistein-Sonderburg - Glacksburg
any !tenet that need it.
firing three bullets into his chest, lie dispatches of holiday tragedies In
be
Elbe was born in April, 1877. Prince erete or bitiefeb ic compound
is in a serious condition at a hospital and near Georgia contained the news
Two May Be Indicted,
Augustus was born January 26, 1877. used.
WEDDING BELLS, BUT NO GROOM
with fair chances Of recovery.
of three murders, three deaths by
New York, Dec. 28 -It was learnaccident, one suicide and a jail deFlengelmaelleret Recall.
ed late test Meth that two men
Bridal Party Waits in Vain for Man
FOUR YEARS IN PEN.
livery.
HEROIC FOREMAN
Washington, Dec. 28.-It is beprominently connected with the New
and Kidnaping Is Feared.
York Life Insurance c,ompany during Teller .indertion Pleads Guilty of Em- neved here that Baron Mengelsnuel•
Indictment
Forgery
Sacrificed Life to See All Workmen
s.
ler, the Austrian ambassador, will
the reign of John A. McCall as presetIndianapolis, Dec. 28.- Henry Elbezzling $9,000.
New York, Dec. 28.- Two indictOut.
present his letters of recell not later liott, of this city, who wee to have
dent have been indicted as the remit
ments ame expected today, following
than May. Be has been severely at- been married laid night to WM
Of tbe probing going on by the grand
Kansas
City,
Dec.
28.-William
C.
Braes
New York,. Dec. 28.-Workmen the investigation of the New York
jury, which finished its work today. Anderson, former assistant paying tacked by Anistrian papers because Moorman, of Irvington, failed, Ma apThe indictments are for forare trying to save the body of 'rhos. Life
teller of the First National bank of of lack of force in aiding his country- pear, and it is feared by his friend.
Brown, a foreman, who was killed eery in the third degree, based on althat be has been kidnaped. The wedFine
Turkey
this
city, pleaded guilty today to men.
Weather.
in the tunnel from Manhattan to leged false entries covering stock
Norfolik, Va., Dec. 26.---,Pres I lent embezzling $9,000 of the bank's
ding party assembled, and Mee MoorLong Island City, buried 300 feet transactions,'
Rommvelt and his 'sons were amir funds and was sentenced to tour
man and the clergyman waited for
Ready to Enforce New Law,
from share in a teeth of water and
early at Pine Knot. It Is ideal years in the penitentiary.
Washington, Dec. 28.- Commis- the bridegroom until hope of his comquicksand. He could have saved
Penned Wile Up and Shot Her.
weather for turkey shooting, Mrs.
stoner Terkes today organized a new ing was abandoned. Miss Moorman
himself but waited to see all the
Boston, Dec. 28.-H is wife re- Roosevelt
section of his office to enforce the colingeted and is serioisaly ak
Edward Thompson Deed.
and the women members
workmen out.
fused to live with Frederick Clark, of the party
Baltimore, Dec. 21.-Edward M denaturized alcohol law. Ten men
are riding horseback.
so be penned her In a closet and shot President
keeping open homes for Thompson, Sr., president of the Mary from various parts of the country
LANDRUM MAN HUN.
WHIleKV MANUFACTURE.
her. Then ended his life. She will re- the country
land National hank, and senior mem- were sworn In ti, take charge of the
people.
cover.
Expected to Announce for Railroad
ber of the firm of Edward K. Thomp- work.
Secretary Wilson to Leant of It at
son & Sons, bankers and brokers, of
Life Savers Rescue 130.
Commissioner.
First Hand.
Red Oar, Wales, Dec. 28.-A life- this city, died suddenly today of
George W. Landeum. of Sm4thland.
boat eased the passengers of the acute Indigestion. He was about frO
is expected to announce soon for railWashington, Dec. 28.- Secretary
Japanese steamer Awa, which came years of age.
WEATIFFER-1"naettled with orMed commissioner in opposition to
There
is
only
one
kind
of
Wilson Of the departmeet of agricula
cankmal rain tonight and probaaewspapre circulation statement sehore during a snow storm. One
Ferguson, the present comture and George F. McCabe of the
Will Interview Berger.
hundred and thirty People were
that is worth any consideration
bly Saturday. Colder woe pormissioner, who wilt be a candidate
law office department, will go to
Goshen, Id., Dec. 28 -Prosecuand that is the daily detailed saved.
tion tonight. The higher,* tem- to
cmd himself. This district
Baltimore tomorrow to visit some Of
statement. The Sun is the only
tor neither, of Bedford, waa here
perature reached yesterday was costa
26' counties and both men
the distiDdries there with a slew Of
Paducah paper printing such a
PitKstnig!trr CARSEI4T DIES.
46 talk with Frank Berger, the eon51 and the lowest today was 10. are w
known throughout the dia.
anertaining at first hand the methstatement.
Philadelphia, Der. 25,-President termed slayer of
arah
Sehafer.
tril. I *tiring a cloys race. It is
ods of distillers in the manufacture
(
'assail, of the Pennsylvania railroad, Fletcher believes there is something
probe
rata the nomination will be
of Whisky.
died suddenly this afternoon.
in the confession.
made a convention.
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•iday afternoon ei
ittrmities incident 1.1
1 11 elle of several
-e was not u/aopoct
y had been 'aboi.:
he first betanie Si.
Several
times
during hie Sinee his life was
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of,
bIlL be rallied
and made hero,battle.
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the state.
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rammed
of-Ile:ne and in 18SI
vishurg. Tenn. in
Dyersburg and
I, where he has shwa
t- a writer of note,
articles on medicine
general attention In
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a known in this sec,
rest for his fight
He was one of the
leonets In the state
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He was chairman of
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injurt
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LEE
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ibreite Wheat
' W. William*. 01
Phyla, COW p440.,jut
rea/S11111' wa y, throne)
ellgatimas with the
empeetebty •fterattou
oleo 'Mew a as
Post porch, 2!)
*rest. The cracker
deafening sound an
hole In the porcb 21
window lights
Cooker Fright,
Yesterday morn.ni
and Caldwell streets
a large cannon crack
driven by Latham
tor the Paducah Br
and hk hor-es were
was thrown from th
alighted In such a I
the small bone In hit
Injury was drestied
Pendley.
Hand Theme
Cliff lee, residing
street. near Tentless
playing with comps:
when h• thrust It
through the Can of
rt. badly The injury
3r. J. W. Pendley

HOTEL ARI
H. So
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J. J. Garrity, Chicago
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Olt'', 'Penn.; S. J. M •
IAL; James Smith, 1
J. 14. Cooley, edaylleh
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Owierreboro; .1 L. Goa
W. htlehois, Loa Ango
DodY. Oblon, Tenn.; h
Newbsern: B. F. Form
In.; T. R. Lewes, Aiv
Thompson. Ka etas Ot
Hord. Hopitinsrelle; 5
°miter. J. W Black,
Z. Oor nwa h, Benton ;
Choreseet on! 3d o.; Maj.
Vbfolago; J. H. Tolle
Mo.
Admiral is Cos
St. Petersburg, Des
ences of death, with a
tion for clemency, ws
Vice Admiral Nelerne
` other naval officers by
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nese at the battle of
pan on May 2, 190f
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a Ginomy Coun
durah Now Ligh
Happiness

A bad back makes y
Can't be happy
w
backache.
The sches and pains
Are moely due to sit
Doan's Kidney Pill.
neve,
They have made m:
home In Paducah'
Read she a grate!'
W K Tilley, of 40
street, Pachteab. Lobar
the Minion & Veal T
North Third street, say
beck to a tobacco plc
a nuisance but it keeps
l)eepite all my effort
by using household TOT
ing treatment giterant
and acquaintancee. I
check it, let alone tat
procured Doan's Kelm
veto & List's drug store
The first box gave sit
that I nought a IWO,red
ly pleased with the roe
enolooe Doan's Kidney
.expreseart my opinion ol
., e'er sale by all 4es4
.- eats. rooter-3f Hburn
'ew York, sole agents
atm.
Reartemher She na
. I take no other,
tee

Che Kentudiv CIOSE OFFICEIS
FOR ENSUING YEAR

BOTH PHONES 548.

TO=NIGHT

maiinnil
THEATRICAL rs,OTES
VAMIWWW

come masked. In a spirit of bravado
AT 1HE KENTUCKY.
Friday. matinee and night— Hoyt'e one or the friends of young Montague
-A Hunch of Keys."
dared 'him to go. He acoepfed the
challenge. It was love at ftret eight
YOU CAN'T MATCff IT!
between this daughter and the son of
Paul tit Whore a it.
Ihe Musical Comedy Wonder Mangum lodge, I. 0. 0. F., and Two Never were the eleinentai, emo- tbeee two warring fectious. Ties
tions of a fashionable audience more great play will- be given at ,The Keneboonie Lodges Fill (lustre-Nereid by the direct appeal of puce tucky on New Year's day matinee a-nd
lin* oar Installs.
'ineiodorma than they were last night night.
uoatinns from pit to gallery
"The Umpire."
their seats in anxiety lest
GOLDEN CROSS COM3IANDERY. Dick tetey, stroke oar "At Yale,"
"The Umpire" will reach Paducah
tehoudd be too late to enter the Hags January 3, bringing with it the pres(Or The Bohol)
rard Match. Paul Gilmore in the tige of the most remarkable of bug
role
made* bit, made the women fail runs in Chioago--atO performances
Still Running With All Its The banner oommandery, Order of
sod, his smile —and the tantion of every theaterthe Golden Cross, elected officere in lore with his eyes
Old Time Vigor
awkward,shoulders,
boyishly
goer who has Mad the good luck to
We
and
last ntght as follows:
musical entertainH. L. Wattace; and made a speech. What more see it. When a
comtnander.
Noble
- Tuned to the Minute
in
remain in one
Yale"
enabled
to
"At
ment
le
actor
11111k ?
could
an
vise noble commander Gus K. Hook;
Loaded With Advanced Fun worthy prelate, Mew. Mary Morgan: a melodrama front start to finish. theater for nearly a year, playing inhouse!, It most
keeper of records, J. Hear, Wierome There is nothing subtle. It tree a variably to crowded
Presented in regal style by worthy treasurer, Lucks Derma; villain, time mark ye! A school boy Mumma elements of unusual merit
real and this the management of "The
a company of consummate financial keeper of records, Mise Mary villain, and there are such a insettool
a
hero,
it
ham
Umpire" claims for it. Among the
Then
life.
comedians and peerless vo- Owen Murray; worthy herald, J. B. boy hero, and every school hes one, reasons for its popularity are cited
lilies, eorely inside guard:, H M.
calists, who know the value Fortner; worthy outside guard, M but not every school such an one as the modern nature of Its them* and
Gilmore The hero has a gerl, the modern methoda of presenting it,
of go-ahead merry notions. G. Sales; trustees, Cherie, B. Hat- Paul
of up-to-date features
field, Brack Owen and ,Dr. S. h. Pul- of centres, on- wants one, and the vil- the utilization
Prices—Matinee,children 15c, adults
basetball--4 moss
same
and
wants
the
—football
naturally
very
lain
liam; auditing committee, James Fos25c. Night prices. 25c, 35c, 50e, 75c.
hero menieilous some brim full "ot wartster, Gut. E. Hank and Eugene Graves girl. So he "knocks on" the
Seats on sale Thursday,
the hero tleatele" hits, a book replete with reOtte E. Hank andi Lucien Durrett and tires thugs to prevent
chorus of attracwere named the representitiese to the pulling stroke oar in the Yak-Ski'- freshing comedy, a
yard matcti, a position for which the tive singles and dancing girls anti
next grand eommandery meeting
it fairly carries
The installation will be the second villain es subartitute. The One set is snappy ensemble tt
best because It represents a college audreutess away with It by its sheer
Thursday in January.
man's room and the scene carried spirit. In Manager Askin's oast wilt
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
Many a spectator bark a few decades be found Fred Mace, Harry Hanlon
Materiel Lodge.
The Mangtem lofts. I. 0. 0. r more or lees. The rest of the play Edith Yerrington, Bert Young, Geo
co,ted officers last night as foHows Is Interesting and exciting, but not Demme, Katherine Bunn, Ouelma
ei,ble grand, James F. Household- to be compared with the comedy of Baker, Bradlee Mertin-, Helene Satiner, ‘lee noble greed, Roy Judd'- sec- the first act. Paul Gilmore is tail, g* Jessie Huston and a hose of
by
Supported
retary, Harry Judd; treasurer, Harry dark, handsome, with a tine deep others. There is an attractive chorus

Many Secret Societies Hold
timid Meetings

GREAT
REDUCTIONS
On Smoking Jackets,
Robes, Suspenders,
Neckwear, Sweaters

A Bunch of Keys

New Year's Day
Wm. Owen

It. Hank past grand, Hammel Cohen.
The new offloses will be instal:led
next Thurechty

J. W. McCONNELL
And a select New York cast in
"The Sweetest Story Ever Told."

ROMEO
AND
JULIET
Gorgeously costumed, elaborately
staged, special incidental Music; a
treat for all.
Prices—Matinee, 50c and 75e; children 25. Night prices. 25e, 35e,
50c, 75e and $1.00.
Seats on sale Monday 9 a. ma.

Wednesday Night, Jan. 2
The Natural Actor

ROBERT FITZSIMMONS
Ii Nis Great Comfy Drake:NOM

A Fight for Love

elmions.
Paduerth lodge, No. 127 F. and A
M. elected officers es Poelows hurt
night:
'Master, John T. Saunders; tanior
warden, Ttoner Anderson; Junior
warden, It E Fullmer, Jr.: treasurer,
Dr J. T. Reddick; ssecretarY, Fred
Acker; tyler, W. C. Lee,
Mr. Acker was elected repreentalive to the ,Masonic and Odd Fellows
Bulldiag company.
The officers will be installed January 14.
The Path City ledge. No. 445. F
and A. M., elected officers last night
se follows:
4•49411.1g. Wilibelin: senior
warden, Fred Roth; jun
warden.
:\lex Kulp; treasurer, James W.
Gleaves; secretary, Georges 0. Ingram; juotor deacon, V.114lain A. Law
rence; senior steward. James H AMcraft; junior steward, Merles W.
Thompsoce4 tyler H. W. Hills.
The *dicers were Installed Imamdfately, and all the appointive officers named with the exception of senior deacon The lodge has 276 ineMbers.
SWORD (IF PAUL JONES.

Winter Lap
.
Robes,
Horse Blankets,
Team Harness,
Buggy Harness,
Harness
Repaired,
washed and oiled

Paducah
Saddlery Co.

,

Subeesibe for 'lne

USUAL PRICES
shopping
THEmadeChristmas
a big raid on all of
this class of high grade goods,
and to sell it out before inventory we have put the knife to the
regular prices.
All smoking jackets now onefourth off.
All lounging robes now onefourth off.
All fine suspenders now onefourth off.
All men's, boys', ladies' and
children's sweaters one-fourth
off.
This is a good time to lay- in
a supply of any of these very
useful articles. Its a money
saving sale.

409- 413

"A Minch of Keys" at The ketstucky Tonight.
In Practically Same Condition as It
Wax When red.
voice and eyes, and such a anylle' Had of sixty.
Assisted 6,)
•
he the temperament, we would like
Weshington. Der. 25 —In practic- th see tint undertake such romantic
Teethnonial to Modjeska.
Minus Julia May Oltford
ally the same condition as when it
younger Salaini
No other actress by the announcecharacters
as
the
And a capabie company.
was used by its dietimentsbed owner,
made popular. But Mr. Gilmore is ment of a farewell tour could hart
the sword of John Paul Jones now
an American, and therefore, essen- ,excited more interest end inspired
A Refined Dramatic ale SOO@ Emit rests in the library of the navy dee tially the comedian Ever-ybody last more regret than Mum Helena Modfertmene where it has been placed night applauded the places where the iJeake., whose last appearance In tho-,
by Oommender Regime(' Nieholson.
See Fitzsimmons
!zero got the beet of it, and they were city will be made at The Kentucky
It is believed that the weapon ordiriumerbus, and the pit sympathized on January 4, in "Mary Stewart."
In a sensational 3-round glove narily was given to Jones by the with the gallery In ovary hiss accord- Her visits in classic repertoire have
North Carolina family of that name ed the villain. The support was cap- been among the most delightful
contest.
at the time he changed his own name
able, and the "At Yale" quartette events in our theatrical history. She
In a marvelous bag punching exeompliment to them. The sword helped make the evening pass
pleas- has endeared herself to the puteic
hibition.
was given by Jones to Tbeodosia
antly. The performance was late in by her personal qualities; as well as
by her art. Her aim always has
Make a horseshoe in full view of Woo daughter of Aaron Burr, Theo- beginning.
desia Burr. after marrying Joseph
been to present greet dramas as they
the audience.
Aleton, a wealthy and talented young
should be given, and she has never
"A Bunch of Keys" Tonight.
Prices: 23c, /35c, 54ke 75c, *too. planter of South Carotins., who in
Hoyt's justly famous musical com- sacrificed her ideals to commercialafter years became governor of the edy. "A
Bunch of Root" enters upon ism
seats as sale Tuesday. 9 a. sr.
state presented the sword to Judge Its
season's fun campaign with the
'Matthew Davis, of Charlestown, who proudest
record, While the mainetay
Following the Flag.
gave it to the Rev. Dr. Ductrachet, of
of Its amusing incidents has been alWhen our soldiers went to Cuba
Philadelphia. The latter gave It to lowed to remain
intact, the general and the Philippines, health was the
Commodore Summerville Nk:holeon. outline of its
splendid entertainment most Important consideration.- Willis
and the oomtnodor- gave it to it,
geallties has been subjected to a T. Morgan, retired commissary serPresent (loner, Commander NiZ•holmore than generous ityfusion of pop- geant U. S. A., of Rural Route 1,
son.
ular song creations. "A Bunch of Concord, N.
H., sass: "I was two
Keys" in a brand new posidb will be years
in Cuba and two years in the
Death room Oorkjaw.
the special attraction at The KenPhilippines, and being subject to
Never follows an Injury dressed with tucky tonight.
colds, I took Dr. King's New DiscovBucklen's Arnica Salve. Its antisepery for Consumption, which kept me
tic and healing properties prevent
Romeo and Juliet.
in perfect' health. And now, in New
blood poisoning. Chas. Oswald, merRomeo and Juliet Is a play that
Hampshire, we find it the best medichant, of Rensaelaersville, N. Y., will never grow
old, for hove is as cine in the worlds for coughs,
colds,
writew "It cured Seth Burch, of new today as It was in
the times of
this place, of the ugliest sore on his the Montaguee and Oapulets. Twit bronchial troubles and all lung disneck I ever saw." Cures Cuts, Roble houses. in Verona have quer eases." Guaranteed at all druggists.
Price 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free'
Wound,. Burns and Sorel. 25c at all reseed on a pretext to
slight that li
druggists.
is cabled an "airy *ore'," just as
THAT'S Il'
many another quarrel starts today Ceugh yourself into a fit of spasms and
why you don't gat well.
then
wonder
Senator caffery Wore..
The house of Montague has an only If you will only
try a bottle of Hal
New Orleans. Dec. 28.— The con- son---the Cetpuleto an
Horehound
your cough
lard's
only daughter will be a thing ofSyrup
the past. it is a
dition of former United States Sena- The (morel has progressed ete far positive cure for Coughs,
Inittiensa,
tor Doneleon Caffery, who has been that the relatives and servants take Bronchitis and all Pulmonary diseases
One bottle will convince you. At your
Ill for a week with smite kidney trou- it up and whenever the two factions druittgiSt. Se, nee and $1.00.
Fourth and Jefferson
Sold by ail druggists.
ble, took a turn for the worse late meet in the *trete a pitched Nene ie
Streets.
today, and it is now feared that he the remit. A greet balloahas glvec
'No doctor can cure what ails you
will not recover.
one night Iry the Capnleto to which If you have a mean disposition.
the Tank and faahlon of 'Verona he./
----r
Enterprhe and tolvertising maki been treated. The ,.gtiesta
--Score cards for the game Five
were to
kialr--wthe for The Sew.
Hundred for sale at The Sun ogled the Negate pair in the deck.
at 25e.

ONE-FOURTH OFF

CHEAP
LOW PRICED
SMALLHOMES
Near city, fertile, 'high, dry land,

In best

neighborhood,

Have just platted into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
(Williams) tract, joining the Pines lands on west

Bounded

next to city by Perkins

Creek and Pines lands

Buckner Lane Road and

Hinklevilie Gravel Road. Has 4138

feet frontage on Buckner Lane
graveled

front

in

Road,

between,

said

of this land. Has 757

road
feet

Hinkleville Gravel Road, and plat gives 40 feet

come roads

through the tract, so that each and every lot fronts either on
these gravel roads or these newly opened roads.

Most of the

lots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land In
Cracken county. The

20

114111..

•

099$11P9s.Dia,,

a sured 24101#010,Les, as•

Mc-

acres front on Hinkleville road has

nice grove of forest trees on it and lays so as to make ideal
residence sites.
Price on the Hinkleville road front Is $100.00 per acre,
which $10 acre cash and

tnents running five years. All other lots $65

acre

on

same

terms. While these prices are uniform, there is difference
desirability of

lots and

of

balance in monthly, or quarterly pay-

first customers

get

in

choice. Come

and see plat and list men who have taken dozen lots before I
could get the parcels Staked off. For home or investment lots
you lose opportunity if you fril to take this. On one lot is new
5-room

house

which

is priced at $800 additional to cost of

land at $85 acre.

W. M. JANES
Trueheart Building
Old Phone 907-r
4

-a

ur
i
c
og
Selar
rUir
A man is never too busy to listen
when the body on the dollar talks.

just

front on

SUBSCRIBE FOR rut SUN
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1100
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A
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ENGLAND WITH US
IF JAPAN ATTACKS

TWO
ft
PRIME
QUALITY' PRINCIPALS

4

III Vii XiWI

TWENTY SECONDS
SEEMED ETERNITY

Weer Stages.
Cairo
31.4 1.4 fall
6.8 0.3 fttll Lights Went
Would Dissolve Alliance At Chattanooga,
Out During Race
Cincinnati
/0.0 lb
s,H
First Outbreak
Evansville
in
Ring.
26.3 tt.i) feki
Florence
5.0 0.4 fail
.1100•ASSIAIREiLle
9.7 1.1 fall
Henson Why Rig Ships Have Been Louisville
8.2 41.6 tali Guided Machine by Intuit
Vlth
Take Out of Far Eastern
Mt. Carmel
117 1.0 fall
Horrible Death PreNent
Negev AM
Waters.
12.7 1.4 fall
Either Hand.
Pittsburg- Mu -slog
Da vie island Dam--Missing.
St. Louis .....
3.0 0.2 fall
SECRET AGREEMENT RELIEVED
Mt. Vernon
26.5 3.0 pelt SENSATIONS OE THE MOMENT.
Paducah
11.4 1.6 elsel

Of HI-LO Baking Powder are
quality and price.
It is pure, and
has wonderful
leavening povor
and unvarying
strength. One heaping teaspoonful perfectly leavens a quart
of flour.
Superior to all in pastry
end cake baking, yet
equally good for biscuit,
waffles, muflins, and
griddle cakes.

CLARK'S

SPECIALS

Saturday, Dec. 29

Happy New Year One and All
Fresh Eggs, per doz........25C . 3 pounds Large Black
3i bu. Irish Potatoes ... 25C
Prunes.
.25c
3 cans Tomatoes. __.....-25C
Doz. Milchner Herring 25C
2 cans Cut String Beans 25C
Doz. Sweet Oranges_.25C

New York, Dec. 28.-Ever wince
Rather dull was the river today
It was during a bicycle meet at
the battleship Ohio reached the Brook enlivened only by the arrive/ of the night
3 cans Virginia Corn..... 25c
3 lbs. Country Dried
about five years ago on an eight
len navy yard a few days ago there Kentucky from the Tennessee river lap board track in Western
Mushroom
s, per can. 25C
Apples
Washing. 25C
Conforms with all eths eeen much, specueation as to the and the John A. Patton from Jeeps.
ton. The band played a stirring air,
2cans
Chunk
Pineapple.25C
pure food laws, reasoo why the United States govern- The Royal and George Covekag wade while
Peck Red Onions_ 25C
everyone waited e,
ment has taken all ite battleships regular trips. The filikor is falling for the
State and National.
2 lbs. Malaga Raisins. 25C
2 lbs. Lentles...
big motor tandems to 'ou..... 25C
away from the Philippine waters at rd4y, a fail of 1.6 for ea boars for the
Its honest price
event of Use evening. Ti.
2
bottles Fen:J:611 Cat
2
lbs.
Green
Kerns.......... 25C .
this time, when there is ief much gos- being registered on the Broadway two
-a dime a pound
riders who were le
• .,. •
sup
...._.__- 25C
sip about the probahlety of trouble gauge with a stage at 27 4 beet. the
8 bars Swift's Pride
honors appeared an,.
-commends it as
31b.
can
Table Peaches 25C
between this country and Japan.
Business was indifferent.
Soap
_
...
. 25C
went up. One we.-.the local star an.
AN,
the "economy of
The beaveast ships out there now
Tim Walt Kentucky Coal company the other
'
:31b.
can
White
Cherries 25C
a hero of many sizeia
2 cans Honey Dew Raspthe age." At your
are the arilsoared cruisers Wert Vir- has leased ties old wherfboat lying races
I 1 lb. Mixed
at Madison Square Cktreitio.
Tea......._.. 25C
berries.......-___
25C
grocer's.
gin**. OfIleIgno, liarriand and Pena- between Broadway and Jefferson
In a moment everything berm) ,
8 cakes Toilet Soap
sylvasia and it Is admitted that one Streets for Dee as a coaling station.
2 cans of Honey Dew
25C
CONTINENTAL 'BAKING
tattiesbie could sink them all In Wt* the 1245 feet of wharf leased hunted as the two big pace-ma kin.
Blackberri
es
_
lbs.
25C
3
Ciii
Loaf
Sugar
25C
machines, captibM of a mile a mime.
POWDER COMPANY
halt MI hour.
recently from the city, this company
were silently rolled upon the track
tial. Apple \'inegar--- 25C
4 cakes German CbocoNaltIviat, Tow
The alleged reason was disclosed will have preictioalle • square of
late
today by a member of the Ohio crew. wharfage This will enable the pack- The event was to be a twelve-mile
Brass King wash board 25C
25c
motor-paced rave and six riders enwbee lased'
ets and towboats to coal at the city
31be.
Chocolate
7
Fingers
lbs.
Navy Beans -........25c
.25C
"The reason we discovered then wharf without going up to the Ohio gaged In 41.---two on eticb pace-intikbottles
2
Queen
Olives
and
er
the
2
lbs.
Wafer
Mars
25C
following.
Crackers..
.-25
C
was simplY this; That there lean un- street decks in the Tennessee rivecr,
The rimehines were mounted and
4 large Grape Fruit
derstanding tint at the first sign of making an out of the say trip and
4 10e. pkgs. Arm &
25C
boetifities between this country and using up eabitibee time. Tbe old the race was on, the two stars falling
Hammer Soda
3 pkgs. Nabisco._ ..
250
25c
eepan, Great Britain would dissolee wharfboat wiai be used as a tool in behind their respective amehines
lbs.
Layer
Ii
Figs
2
.....
cans
Plum
....._250
Pudding.
25C
the .Fiance with the island kingderu house and for other storage purposes. after the first few tape. I was steerand assemble a fleet of. twenty-five It hos not been in me for many ing one of the pace-makers. sod, as
A
battleships in Japanese waters giving months from Its &searing state but the pare increased, everything soon
became
ALL DEPENIke ON ATTITUDE OF notice to Japan that at the first
a
confused
chain
-'
in the light
at- will suit the use for which the coal
MILS. J1*-1.`.
Mck on Americans this fleet weuld company Intends it. The St. Bernard of the lo /arge errs over the traek.
We had soon gone over bait the
get buoy.
and Pittsburg Coal companies, already
"It Is the abeolute confident* of have coal docks near the city wharf. dietanee. for I heard tte megaphone
the Washington authorities in this
Tee Kentucky arrived this morn- call "seven," then "eight," "nine,"
She Dern Not Wish Him to Itteestev
secret agreement with Great Britaiu ing from the Tennesseee river with "ten," and as we Caine around loaiting and He .tcquiesces ha All
that makes them so Indifferent to the the crew of the City of &Leek, taken the eleventh mile the gong rat* for
Things.
The Best Christmas Gift
the finish.,
nee and ebaracter of the American on et Danville.
naval representation In the far east."
The John A. Patton retureed from
The rider following behind my maA naval yerd officer, on the under- Joppa et 8 o'clock this morning and chine then cabled for more speed. and
THE DAILY SUN
New York, Dec. 28 --In a telegram Standing that his name weekj not be coming tip the river made a fine ap- I gripped the handle bars
more closeto W. W. Naughton Bill Smilers, the publiehed, eonsented to say;
pearance. The Patton will leave for ly as my partner on the rear turned
Austrwiten heavyweight champion,
for One Year for ;2.50
"There Is little doubt that every Chattanooga today.
on the "Juke." The macbine leaped
has accepted the offer of the Rhyolite word the men from the Oleo
The
Georgia
forward
Lee
and
we
will
ponied
par
down
r comPellnays is
premoters for e debt with Champion true."
from Cincinnati for Memphis tomor- tor.
Jeffries la the Nevada mining mint)
row afternoon or night.
We had hardly got by whim sud&Pliers MUT stipulates that hie passThe Garde Lee. a 111.1141110NOS 111100- denly and
HOW "CABBY" WAS FOUXD.
without the least warning
THIS SUN'S Mailing Rate is $2,511 a year,
age and that of his attendance be
line beat has been entered in the all the liable wet
eat and we were
or 25 cents a month.
Midweek
and
Tofu,
ley.,
track,
ane rushing almost 40 miles an hour
Young Vasticrislit Die0OVelee Be
There will probably be no difficulty
le °weed by H. B. Harris. Is fifty feet throve/Abb &set
Ribbon Winner Pulling Hark.
ona narrow sixteen
e
about that. Jefferies has wired that
Song tied Mae feet wide and can carry foot trace of trail plrwt
boards.
he wilt meet eeteiere Mall 3'O for a
64 to 75 passengers. Opining down
Send it to some former Padneah friend aa a
To go either into Ire center or over
New York, Dec. 28.-Alfred 0.
puree of $3,0,040, thue cutting $20,yesterday a speed of ten miles in 06
Christmas Gift.
the top meant certain destruction. I
Vanderbilt has landed a solar plexus
000 off of his original flgurfs.
Initiutes we. made. The Comte Lee
en that old fallacy that thoroughgroped blindly to distinguish the
wee make the trip every other der.
brads are born, not made.
track but could not. My -riding mate
I .1nother story.
interposed
has
Distills
is ihe
Four months ago Mr. Vaaderbilt
, Los Angeles, Cal., Dee 2e -"M Y
•
There is nothing that would be as highly
ow, bed ease involving two packet tr!" V0-14lothree the eliteed. but could
was in Syracuse with his friend.
not and the levers. I heard the agonwife won't jet me." These worde of
appreciate
lines wad two wharfboat compallelle
d.
Charles Wilson-the same Wilson
ising cry of the spectators. Suddenly
the populer song may keep Jim JeffThe bale that was mutilated in abile
who had been holding the reins on
the machine gave a lurch, and I
ries from ever lighting *gnu. Jeffthe Oakland's farm's second entries. meat from Tole. Kr, to rultoll- awoke to the fact that we were rustlries is *free} at only one living being
They had lunch at the Yates House Tenn., tee died at Use latter point ing into one of the high banked turns
and that is his wife. Ever since his
but the responsibility has not been
aad then bolted for a train.
at the end where there was no fence
mardage Jeff low been a bome-lovieg
acknowledged by any of the four
Al the door of the hotel they
at the top. Gageng at the faint
body, and In 01 things Mrs. Jeffries
jumped into a cab cellist to the dri- parties to the transaction and the chance of staying with the track by
oodles Ant with him. Ho will do
ver to hurry to the station. The dri- Cage Pintably will wear Itself out.
Phone 338 and the paper
niereieelleg I called into play all My
floating to displease her, and it ws
A big combine tow of coal passel
ver was willing, but the horse-the
will be sent at unc,..
oast
experience
in
judging
speed
and
On her RIEGOUDL mostly that be gave
horse pranced about like aristocratic dewn yeatenley from Pittsburg.
banking to hold the turn.
up the prise ring. She dose not
The
wharf
le
lonesome
without the
equines will before they get their
want him to return.
I wondered bow Tar it was to somestride. But when he did get started Dick Fowler,
thing to land on over the top and exthe horse made the dust
pected every instant to feel the in/SUICIDES IN JAIL.
Official Fore/wets,
"Well, isn't he a stepper?" excreased vibration* of the motor and
Tile
Ohio from Eraneville to Cairo
..........em%
claimed young Vanderbilt, as he
Me shatter sensation of Aging into
Guard Was Prevent When Bottle
wet fell rapidly during the next Revlooked out at the animal.
space
and
sure
eternity,
for the track
Was Peened.
"For a cab horse, he Is the blue ere! days.
was built on the ontekirts of th ,, .
The Tennessee from Florence to
ribbon wonder," said Wilson.
town in almost a forest of stumps sohl
Elmira, N. Y., Dec. 28.-Although
"He is simply great," said Vander- the mouth will continue falling.
logs with jagged hoot* all Over them
a guard was standing close beside bilt.
The Misaissippi from below St.
"book at that conformation ane
To leave the track ing at such terhim last night, Frank Delaney, a rail- stride.
Say, this is a find. And I Louis to Cairo will continue falling
Now located at
*Se speed meant a Uap through the
road man, succeeded in 'a bold atHeavy floating ice is reported at
need a gray for my new four."
air of 90 or 100 feet at a death -dealtempt to end his life and the life of
The train was forgotten. Vander- Cape Girardeau.
ing pace.
a woman who occupied a cell in the bilt
and Wilson got out of the cab
The horror of the situation was exwoman's dormitory of the county
and interviewed the driver.
"CORPSE" SITS UP.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
treme, when the lights came on as
Jail. The woman was Bessie Wells,
"Where did you get him?" they
suddenly as they had gone out and
awaiting sentence for abducting a asked.
Two Mounters. May Die From Inju- we found we were near the
girl. The guard stood close by while
top of the
"Bought him, of course," said the
ries Received in Panic.
track and passing the grand stand
the man and woman were conferring.
A
driver. "Best horse in Syracuse, bar
like an express train
Suddenly a bottle of carbolic acid none."
The otter
HOVEL ARRIVALS,
'Hicks sTAlt OF "FilkAK" SHOW
C. J. Dickson, of Hallettaville, who machine had succeeded in slowing
Suddenly Delaney drew from his
"How much is he worth to you?"
had been ailing for some time, Tues- down and Was opposlte to us on the
pocket a bottle of carbolic slid and
asked Mr. Vanderbilt.
day was pronounced dead, says a other side and almost ettoPeed.
pained it through the bars. The womPalmer-J. B. Murray, New York; Ranged Miner to Receive $300 a
"Oh, about $300," said the driver.
Galveston telegram. At the wake the
Realizing the race was off we Stop.. E. J. O'Brien, Louisville; E. H. Diefan seized It and swallowed the conWeek for a Year.
"Unhitch him quick; here's your
"corpse" came to life and sat up. The pet! ail soon RA possible, but before ,enback, Pittsburg, Pa.; A. F. Brown.
tents. Delaney pressed a second bottle
money." And so young Vanderbilt ob
Bak. -sfield, Cal., 'Jet'. 25.--- Miner
superstitious rushed frost the bout*. we had fully
to his own lips.
'
,lowed down the crowd iLenistentle; W. H. Breton, Chicago;
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ment Says Brief
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that are unforeseen.
Attitude of Adminisersitkm Not Inimical to state Right* in
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Reality.
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state rights. The document presents contemplated by Governor Gooding is
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maintains that in a conflict between of the suffering people.
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competent to settle.
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sults. In the absence of a much-toagainst William Lydon for $104.79,
ence to make them strong State hosCLOTHES
BESIDE S LIE
immigration bureau of "Not a truth to art or science has alleged to be due on a piano.
be-desired
SHABBY
pitals for consumptives and crippled
the state government, this voluntary
IN
R IMENT
GooD
BETTER
FEEL
been
given,
Our
built.
are being
children
association of business men identified But brows have ached for it, and
Magistrate's Courtschools are being equipped with gymwith the progress and prosperity of
A corn mill, located at 1204 Salem
souls tolled and striven.
nasiums end a professor of physical
must become the center of And many have striven, and many avenue, was attached today in a snit
Georgia
culture becomes a member of the facimmigration activities there. It is
brought in /Aagistrate Charles W.
have failed,
ulty. Charitable and humane sociewise In maintaining independence in
Emery's
collie. The style Of the snit
of
And many died, slain by the truth
ties teach children the principles
Its operations and in thus avoiding
Is. Walter Matthews against W.. T.
they assailed."
kindness, and with a sturdy rare of
the embarrassments of participation
of $31.
The OitteopathIc science has been and Alice Moore on a debt
highly-trained men and women, pinimpractical dreams of securing coin
is
forz
Meet intellectually ano priesically,sve
*nailed as vigorously as ever arty The foreclosure of a mortgage
operation of all the southern states
has been set for
will some day. perhaps, produce hunew truth that has been offered the asked for. The case
becoming
or
in Immigration work
1
21.
man creatures morally equipped as
world, but, today It is rapidly coming trial January
victims of unwarranted attempts of
This afternoon Magistrate Emery
none before ;hem have been.
the
become
people
as
own,
into
its
fakirs to strengthen their schemes by
trying the attachment suit of the
It is to the children pnblic attenbetter acqrainted with it-know it. is
creating the impression that they are
Grocery company
Jake Biederman
tion Is turned, for the adults are Past
of
the
an
Is
evolution
Osteopathy
operating as agents of the official
for a debt of
/emery
Robert
against
child
state
and
National
mending.
organisations within the science of treating disease. It went $38.
of
south
or
ei
labor laws promise to keep the chil. Not s,sis P.totY LA 5ll11.04 CO
torTIM111
south. The way for southern states back to the first principles in nature
dren out of.factories and In the
to secure immigration is for each for its foundation, and by taking a
In Bankruptcy.
schools and open air, until they are
state to act for itself through proper- step backward it has made a great
Objections to a discharge In bankproperly developed.
ly-constituted authorities, as Mary- stride forward.
ruptcy in the Moses Schwab case
But the most important step in
It Is merely a common sense
land. Virginia. South Carolina, Misshave been withdrawn by creditors,
this direction Is the institution of
of
manipulaissippi and Louisiana are doing, or treatment; a method
and Schwab will he granted his disthe juvenile court, and here as no
buelnessilke organisations tion to restore the normal conditions charge.
through
where else we see science bending its
or railroad agencies, such as those of nerve control and blood supply to
An order was made in Judge Bagefforts to correct moral degeneracy.
enjoyed by Georgia, Alabama and every organ of the body by removing by's court this morning for a male of
There is the work for the practical
Texas, upon the principle that to get the physical obstruction, or stimu- the accounts in the bankrupt case of
hamanaarian and the pathologist
immigrants one must go after Immi- lating, or preventing functional ac- Moses Schwab. Schwab listed them at
side by side in this court. Stunted
tivities, as the condition may re- 8400.
grants.--Manufacturers' Record,
as
children, reared in an atmosphere
quire.
morally corrupt as it is unsanitary,
The success I have had In PaduStarker IA's' Still Aground.
Marriage Licensee.
have been found starved until their
the cah In treating rheumatism, neuralin
rise
28.-k
Dec.
Memphis,
Andrew Hoy-d, city, 23, and 1,aneit
brain development is hindered and
looked forward to gia, nervousness, malaria conditions, White, city, 25, colored
their sense of right and wrong Im- Mississippi river la
to the owners of such as the tired-out, run-down feelinterest
much
with
paired or wholly lacking. Sometimes
bee, the Mem- ing, sick, heavy headaches, and
Notice.
Imperfect breathing space in their the *Wainer Stacker
went stomach disorders are but a repetiwelch
packet
Louis
ohis-St.
The finance committee of the genproduces
brain
pressure
or
nostrils
this phase of degeneracy, rendering aground at Horse Tail crossing. 15 tion of the successes of the science eral council will meet In the council
chamber Friday afternoon, December
the little subjects prey to evil sug- miles below St. Louis. Sunday morn- everywhere.
Come to see me at any time, and 28. at 2 o'clock. All having bills
tog. It ham been estimated by the
gestion.
'What environment, example, ear- officials of the company that it will let me tell you of Paducah people against city are urgently requested
, Friday
ly training or the lack of it, heredi- require a rise of 6.5 feet at St. Louis you know well who will vouch to to send them to the atidity
ty and evil influence may. d'o err a to release the boat from its position benefits received from the treatment. morning so they may be repared
That's the best recommendation
for allowance and payment this year.
child and what a humane !ridge, on the bar.
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Your good resolutions will do you no good
unless you carry them out, to carry them out begin
now. Our prices will strengthen your resolution.

Just to close out and start the New Year with
new things, we have cut the prices on all Smoking
Jackets, Lounging Robes and fine Neckwear
priced at $1.00 and up, one-fourth, and fine Suspenders one-third.
Resolve to save money---the New Store will do
it for you every time.

tan give you.
learning all the facts of the ease may
judged nor *Ione DR. FROMM,
tin for the reformlbg of an ,enehryo . A wee mule be
'Phone 1407.
criminal, anyone can gee. Btr act- by file attainments, but by hip ideate.
/

I
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The sermon of the Man is mightier
khan even File sermon on the mount
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Rudy, Phillips & Co.
219'223 BROADWAY

Coat Suits
Remarkably Reduced

leasjoyable tlecesiois.
Mies Hew Thomas, of Walt Jefferson street, entertained last evening
most pleasantly at tier home, a limited number of bee feleOlde. It was an
enoyulate affair and the guests were:
rId isms Obals Phillips, Alms Adams,
Ruth Parker, Gla Gossett, Bertha
Thompson, Minnie Griffith and the
Mabee Alloway, Messrs. A. E. Boyd,
Howard Sanders, Auburn Milburn,
Charles Sharte, Conley Alkott and
Charles Thomas.

PAM MS

111.

SILVER

Cairo Cotillion Club.
The Cotillion club eclipsed all Ita
former social efforts in the holiday
ball given last night at K. M. K. C.
hall, Which was a brilliant social
event equal to any ever given here,
considered from the standpoint of
beautiful girls in lovely evening
lionden-tlensalbangh.
gowns and handsome young men.
In Louisville, at the borne of the
The affair was promoted by Messrs, bride's father on December
25, was
Jesse Bross and Will Howe, two pop- married Mr. Lemuel Bunden
to Mete
ular young society men, and the Saphronia Sensabaugh; the
Rev. Dr.
credit for its great success is due to Peyton Hogue., of the
Broadway
their efforts. An orchestra from Pa- Presbyterian church, officiating.
ducah played exceptionally fine music
Mr. Bunden is a former resident
and the holiday spirit pervaded, the of Paducah and Mies
Senaabaugh
ball being inspirational to a festive the only daughter of Dr.
A. J. Sensemood.
leaugh of Louisville, but formerly of
Among the guests from out-of- Bowling Green, Ky.
town were: Misses Faith Langstaff,
of Padticah, Ky.: Kinney, of New
Entre No (lab.
York; Hal Richmond, of Clinton,
Mrs. Henry Rudy us entertaining
ICY•l Messrs. Douglas Bagby and Will the Entre Nous club this afternoon
Rudy, of Paducah. Ky.-Cairo Bulle- at the home of her mother, Mrs.
Artin.
mour Gardner on Fountain avenue

We place on sale Saturday and sell
until closed out 30 suits-misses' and
ladies' sizes-all colors. Regular value
$15.00 to $12.00, to clean out at

$7.50 a suit
Ladies' Ready-to-ifear Department.

E ENDED;
IS VICTOR
ntith Enters Into
Reward.
Uitioniat to
r
eongreee.

l'ILL

-William Wakens, 30 years old,
employed in a Mechanicsburg fac( LOCIL LINES.
tory, caught his right hand in a machine this morning and it was badly
cut. The injury was dressed by Drs.
Wahl-Kennerly.
Sears and J. S. Troutman.
O.
Real Estate Transfers.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
The marriage of Miss Ada Selena
-The Sun has reduced its mailing
Martha S. anti Frank ie. Davis to
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-1 late to out-of-town people, to 25c a Wahl of Sharpe, Ky., to Mr. Joseph Moe
The Attractiveness of our Store
Mildred F. Davis, property on
*roadway. Phone 196.
Kenneriy of Mansfield. La., took Third and Fourth streets for $1 and
month or $2.[e) a year. Send it to
is increased by our display of Community Silver. Admired
--Last night at 9 o'clock some one one of your former Paducah friends place ye•-terday afternoon at 2:30 other considerations.
by all who see it-it would be more admired on your table.
sumehied the front door glass of J. as a Christmas gift. It will be Just o'clock, at the bride's home "Oakletter from
home. wood." five miles beyond Sharpe.
Reinfro's grocery at Third and Jet: like • daily
Handsomest
pattern on the market. Lasts a lifetime.
Dance Tonight.fereon streets and stole some apples. Phone 35.8 and have the paper start- The Rev, W. E. Cave, D. D., of the
The
society
boys
*et
younger
of
the
ed in time for Christmas.
Boys are suspected.
First Preabytertan church, Paducah,
will give a (Pence tonight at the
-Mire Myrtle Nichols, fifteen
performed the ceremony.
-When you oraer a rig from VS yeare old, residing
of P. hell in honor of the visitors, in
on the Mayfield
you are talking to one of the pro- road,
It was quite a beautiful and elab- the city among their crowd
caught her right hand in a
orate home wedding. The house was
prietors or capable ...forks (not a weeklies at the Dixie mills
this mornI heavy platted Tea Pots, Creams, Sugar* Spron
Holders, etc. This
effectively decorated with Christmas
driver or hostler) who writes, Ales ing and her fin.ger was lacerated.
Misses Faith Langstaff and Virclass of goods is taking the place of cut glass down east.
greens.
The
and fills the order
bride
handsome
a
wore
at appointed J. W. PendLey attended her.
ginia Kinny, of Paducah. are guests
gown of white satin and had a numtime. Palmer TransSer Co.
-Large line unredeemed pledges
of Mrs. Martha Howe, of Sixth street,
ber of attendants. She is an attrac--Four more lamps were received -Diamonds, high-grade
and attended the cotillion lest night.
watches.
tive and popular young lady of
this week by the city from the Gen- genuine Parker Bros.
-Cairo Bulletin.
& Smith shotMarshall comity and is Witted to the
eral Electric company and last night guns, pistols,
etc., at half price. Ike
Mr. Will Rudy attended the cotilMessrs. Frank and Albert Wahl and
200 street lights were burning. Four Cohen, 106
S. Second street.
lion
club ball at Cairo, Ill., yesterday.
the Nagel fami.y of Paduath and as
extra lamps are kept on hand for
--Sallie Penn, colored, was arrest421 Noith S&-tenth street or phone
Mrs. Nannie Halloway, of Princeoften visited here. The groom is conemergencies.
ed this afternoon by Patrolman Emil
10111'.
ton, is the guest of her niece, Mrs
nected
with
a
military
school at
---Dr. V. Blythe has moved from Gourieux
1TP8.
on suspicion of being mentGeorge,
South
1116
Thirteenth
FOR RENT Five maim cottage on
Mansfield.
Praternity building to 525 Broadway ally
unbalianced. She belongs at the
street
Husband.
, wrest between Sixth and
next to Register building. Oelee
The couple were in Paducah last
6 Seventh Vatssr ftsrniehed $ I 3.00. H.
poor farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Crockett Bryant and
'phones 870, residence 272.
evening
en
route
to
home
their
is
Services were held this morning
C. Hollins. Truetriart building. Tell:Oson left this morning for Corinth.
-J. H. Roblneon. of HopkinsA monk once wrote that 'There is photto 127.
at 10:45 o'clock at Grace Episcopal Louisiana.
Miss.,
after
a
visit
relatives
to
in
ville, a traveling man, last night got
no action of man in this life which
church in celebration of Holy innoJ. B. MORGAN. blacesmith, 401
this city.
tangled in his overcoat while seated
Pretty Card Party.
Is not the BEGINNING OF SO LONG 8, Third. Old phone 457. Superior
cents' Day.
Mr. Pat Rogers. of Little Rock, is
before a restaurant counter and fell
Miss Lucille Weli's card party yesA CHAIN OF CONSEQUENCES that work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
recovering front stomach trouble. He
to the floor, sustaining a sprained anno human mind may foresee the for gore stone aide wire Urea,
Whereas, Death has removed from terday afternoon at the Standard club
the
came here to visit his fattier-In-taw,
kle. He was attended by Dr. J. D. our
end." This is true especially of want UM rubber tires made.
midet Dr. J. R. Coleman, there- rooms was an especially charming af- Mr. Louis Rapp.
Robertson.
fair and included 42 guests of the
advertising A few lines of type lead
fore be It
- FOR RENT- -18-roc
Miss Marie, the 9-year-old daughhouse 1it)18
-City subecrthere to the Daily
to business and social acquaintance- South Fifth street.
Resolved, That this city hes lost a younger set. The parlors were beau- ter of Mr. Nicholas Frakes,
water on both
532
South
Bus who wish the delivery of theh citisen
ship.
tifully
decorated
through
last
(Ihristmas
that
in
life.
the
of high moral standing, one
floors and house in good condition
Fifth street, is seriously ill.
papers stopped must notify our col- who
was always ready to de Me Part opiate, red and green, with hole, and
FOR RENI-Elegant flats. Seviath $20.010. II, C. Holleme T r Liebe*rt
Bernie Dawes. news agent at The
lectors or make their requests di- to
red
promote the beet Interest of the the red Christmas belle and
Halliday. has returned from Padu- and Broadway. Apply to B. H. Scott. building. Telephone 127.
rect to The Sun office. No attention city
in an unselfish manner, thereby 'leaded electric lights. The tallies cah,
FOR BMA-Four room holier,
where he visited his parents. He
A FUSVIOHED front moor- tor
will be paid to such orders when gaining the
friendship of ali with were Chrimmaa'cards of holly tied was accompanied on his return
bath. hot sad OW water, paneries,
Washington
W.
street.
rent.
509
Apply
be
given to our carriers. Sun Pub.liro.
whom he ceme in contact and his with red Tibbetts. An attractive three R. Henneberger.
of Pao:triode who is
Matio
- good coat/Him. 61400. 1222
FOR sAus--fte, statiari
-Sheriff John Ogievie reterned many kind
acts and good will to his mons luncheon Prettily emehatileing his guest.---Cairo Bulletin
Seventh. H. C. Hoilles, Triii•hoart
cheep. Address M. oar* Sun.
this morning from Frankfort where feliow
building. Teiephone 137.
beluga will always be remem- the red and green motif was served
Aldermen
who
Bell.
K.
In
E.
was
he took Florence Greer, colored, who bered
W ANW--A fresh Jersey cow
Music played durand be more lasting than if en- at 4:10 o'clock
CONTRACTGR WEIKeL-Mason
Jared In his mill fire yesterday, is
got four years In the penitentiary for graved
Address P., care The Sun.
ing the afternoon.
In granite, be it further
ry and concrete work a specialty.
sightly
better
today.
robbery,
Resolved, That the Paducah ChauThe euchre prizes were won by
Mr iRdchard Cleagen, who is suffer- WANTED-First-ohms colored--Cook. Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist. 200 tauqua Association,
Residence phone 1237. Prompt atof which be was Miss Marjorie Laying and Miss Elsie ing from paralysis, is slightly better 402 INasibington street.
Fraternity bundler
one of the cheater members, has loot Hodge.
tention to all estimates.
today.
vent. Apply 611HOUSE for
8 Ken'
- Henry Johnson, colored, porter an able adviser. It having
been largeS.\PO LE---Threeroom cottage
Mine Bessie Smedley, deputy coun- tucky avenue.
Special games for those not playing
at Iverson & Wallace's pharmacy. ly through
his advice that the asso- cardp were arranged and
with pantry. 1234) South Seventh
Mims Airy ty clerk, is ill today at her home on
FOR RENT-kooms furnished or
Seventh and Washington streets,was ciation was
formed and carried to • Gregory captured the prize.
street. Water in kitchen. $8'30.
South Fourth street.
unfurnished, for light housekeeping.
strickee with paralysis last night and success the first
C. Hollins. Trueheart building. Teleyaw. and we will
Lightfoot
R.
wIll
T.
Oeuntr
phone
1288.
Judge
Old
taken to Riverside hospital.
miss his counsel and cheering words.
phone 127.
Frankfort
today
to
on business.
go
HICKORY WOOD-Pnones, Old
At Four O'clock Tea.
-For best coal and bundled kind- and be It further
-E
-MRIFINCED clothing redeemen
lir.
Douglas
Bagby
returned
this
Katherine
442,
promptly.
Delivered
598.
New
Miss
Powell
is hostess
ling, phon• 203, Johnston-Denker
Resolved, That we extend to his
wants position as clothing salesman.
morning
Cairo,
from
where
he
atIt a pretty 4 o'clock tea this afterK. K. Bell & Sena.
Co.. Co.
family our heartfelt sympathy and
Beet of references given. Address
noon at her home on West Broadway. tended the Christmas german of the
FOR SALK--O...eteeitid furniture W. B., care Sbanklin & Fox, Elkton,
-Merchants who secured con- that a copy be furnished
the farnliY
Cairo
Cotillion
club
there
night.
last
Miss Mary French, of Fort Worth.
ebeaP. Must be sold at once. Apply Ky.
tracts to equip the county poor and also the press.
Patrolman Aaron Hurley and Wil- 608 Kentucky avenue.
Texas, who Is netting Miss Eloise
house, are beginning to receive the PADUCAH
CHAUTAUQUA
FOR
RENT- -5-room
cottage
ASSO- Bradshaw and Vise Bernice Frost, of liam Rogers are off duty today on
goods ordered, and the building may
RETURN purse containing money, house
CIATION.
No. 423 Ada me street, with
Mayfield, the house guest of the account of illness.
cards
to
be in shape for service by January 1.
key
313
and
South
Fifth
JOHN S. BLEFOCKER,
bath and .'ewer connections. APIA!'
Elder J. D. Downs and wife of
Mimes Powell, are the guests of hon-We have Slug Shot that will destreet and be rewarded.
C. W. THOMPSON,
North Seventh street. Phone
302
Hamby
Station.
are
visiting
Mrs.
or
Mrs. Lawrence Dalliers pours Pb.
stroy all insects on plants: and Plant
FOR ALL kinds of carpenter work 1325.
CHAS. WEILLE,
Link Shoemaker, 907 Jackson street.
tea,
and
assetleg
Mae
Powell
in
reFood that will make pients grow.
apply 0. M. Dodd, 1609 Harrleoe, old
W. P. HUMMEL,
•
- NTAWTED---A collector. !fan beMr. J. If. Sullivan's mother of
osivlog are: Mies French, Mime Frost.
Phone 830.
Brunson, 529 Broadway.
D. W. COONS.
tween the age of 21 and 30 preferred.
Humboldt,
Tenn., is visiting him at
Manche
Miss
ilifle.
Ifbe
Sneer
Thomp
I WILL SELL my grocery business.
--The Junior Warden Missionary
Comm ttee. Pod Noah, KY., Dec.
Experience not necessary. Apply
12. son, Mies Helen Wits, dies Eloise his home. 611 North Sixth street.
society of the Broadway Methodist 1946.
A bargain. Going abroad. J. Rea- 202 14_ 1Cent
uek y avenue.
E.
.1
O'Brlee.
of
Louisville,
one of fro, Third and Jefferson.
Bradebaw,
Miss
Edith
Smith,
of
HillsChurch will meet Saturday afternoon
S. WALLACE W}111 I., SecretarY.
the most prominent tobacco men in
FOR
RENT--The
store bones earboro,
Otrio;
Mier
Sophia
Kirkland.
at 2 o'clock with Miss Kate White,
FOR SALF.-------Beautiful four roOrn ner Sixteenth and Tennessee
the country and president of the exstreets.
Mies
Katherine
_413 Clark street.
Powell
will,
also,
cottage, pantry, bath, but and cold Nice residence up stairs. Apply
Mrs. Ed DeLoach of Memphis, le
change in Louisville, is in the city.
to
-Calendar pads and calendar the guest of Mrs. Thomas Murray, entertoin this evening informally at
water, Rewerage. new and modern. Jake Biederman Gro. and Bak. Co
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L Weiland,
carde her receiving party and a
Man* for office UPO at R. D. Clem- 838 South Sixth street.
Seven blocks from Broadway on
FOR SALE-Five room cottage
accompanied by Miss Maud Welland,
ited number of young men.
South Fourth street, $2,500. H. C.
ente & Oe.
with three closets, pantry, bath and
have returned from a visit in BirBoding, Trueheart building. Tele-New shipment high-grade shoes.
Every time you do a worthy thing
out buildinirs, lot 48x165. Tea blocks
mingham, Ala.
phone 131. Stacy-Adair. Stetson, Walkover and you make it easier for others to
Cerise
west on Tritnble street, $2,1400. H.
Diem
Club.
be
Mr. Russell McLane left this mornFOR SALE--Nin• room zeindenese. C. Hollins, Truebeart building. TileEdwin Clapp at same prices. Ile CoThe torpe Diem club was very de- ing for a visit in Louisville.
bath, hot and ootd water, pantry.. phase 117.
hen's. 106 8. Second St.
lightfully entertained last night by
'Mies Love Allen, of'Mayfield. Is the
closets, large stable, all In finenenes
Mira Audrey Taylor at her home on guest of Miss Lucille Blackard,
FOR BALIO--Very desi rate* nine
of condition. Lot 60x 160 to 20 foot
West Clay street. The prises were 11,04 West Jefferson street.
rootn residence on North Fifth street,
paved alley and fronting Jefferson
won by Miss Marie Roth and Mr Hergas, Mabee and other out buikliogre
street, $4,600. H. C. Hollins, TrueLot 45x165 to gravelied alley. Barman Toot, After the game a lunchheart buildint Telephone 127.
gain at $4.000. H. C. Hollins, Trueeon was served with the following
FOR SALE-One bread wagon as bear building. Telephone 127.
elaborate menu:
good as new, can he used for milk
WANTED---GTRLS
FOR
BOTQueen Olives
Gherkins
magon; also second-hand
Autrey
cheap. City Bakery. Frank )(Imhoff. TLING ROOM AT DREYFUS'S, WEIL
Club Sandwiches
& COMPANY, 115-117 NORTH SEC•
Wheat-,
Open.
Close.
W A N'I'10D--Position by young lad;
Braised Sweetbreads with
051) STREET. GOOD WAGES FOR
May
77%
78%
79;'
in reettatrrant or doctor's office. Can
Mushrooms, en Cassolette
N and after January
Famous White Dove Flour per
EXPERIENCED HANDS; CAN ALSO
Jnly
77%
77 te give referenoe. Address H. M., care
Chicken Salad, a la Came Diem
sack....
USE INEXPERIEINGED HANDS. AP......... 70
1, 1907, we will
Bun.
Orange Sherbet, In Baskets.
PLY AT ONCE IN PERSON.
May
13%
43%
close our store at 10 Queen of Pantry Flour per sack .65
VEND your clothes to the FaultFancy Cake.
July
44
43% less Pressing elute 302% Broadway.
Bananas
o'clock on week nights, Half Patent Flour per sack .... .55 Mixed Nnts
Street Sign Notice.
Drake & Browder, proprietors. Both
Oranges
Apples
All merchants, professional men,
except Saturday, and at 3 Ms Fancy Prunes for
May
361
/
4
Phones
36%
1507.
.26
Hot Chocolate
and all others are hereby notified
PorkFOR RENT-Four room house,
9 o'clock Sunday nights. Fresh Country Meal
that on and after January 1, 1907.
per peck
May
.15
.16.77 16.62
Rood condition, water, South Seventh
Customers wishing preany and all signs except electric
Matinee
Box
Cotton
Party.
street, $1240. H. C. HoUinn, True4 cans Standard Corn for
.25
signs are prohibited by law teem
Miss Anita Keller gave a hoe party
Jan.
. 9.01
9.26
scriptions or medicine
heart building
Telephone 137.
standing on or extending over any
Mar.
at the Kentucky theater this afterFancy California Orane
9.57
9 . 36
per
STRAYED-Bay mare colt. Findafter these hours will
street, sidewalk, or public alley In
May
doz.
9.60
9.75
. .20 noon in honor of her guest Miss
er return to 504 North Sixteenth
find night' bell at side
the city of Padneah. Owners of such
Nahm, of Bowling Green, Ky. The Stocks-street
and be rewarded. Duke Wil4 Ms Fresh Soda Crackers for.. .25 party
signs
are requested to remove them
L.
&
N.
was
1.431
/
4
chaperoned
1.42%
by
Mrs.
John
door on Fifth street.
liams.
before January 1, 1907, or warV. P.
Keller and Mrs. Max B. Nahm, of
1.81 V. 1.80%
Irish Potatoes per peek
.15
lAST-7----Gokl
urnbr7.11a rants will be applied for on
headed
Rdg.
1.35% 1.361
Bowling Green, and Included: Misses
January
/
4
with initials L. G. 8.. on Howland- 2 against
Pkgs White Line Wash Powder .05 Entente Nahm, Lucia Powell, Julia
Bt. P.
all who fail to remove their
1.601
/
4 1.49%
town oar or In Shopping district. Re- signs
from the public highways,
Mn. P.
Dabney. Nell [Tither, of Mayfield;
91%
91
3 Fancy Mackerel for
turn to this office and .receive reward.
.25
BOARD OF' PUBLIC WORKS.
Penn.
•
Kate Wire, of Mayfield; Ellztheth Se1.38% 1.37%
- Lost-tine hundred dofliii-in or
By J. Q. TAYLOR. Secretary
2 cans Fancy diets for
Cop.
1.14
1.14
,tacoriot.trd
.25 bree, Marjorie Loving, Helen Hills.
Sine!.
IDRI.J0C118T8
Garnette Bnekner, Helen Powell.tei1.50
1.CO% near postoffk, on the morning of
10 cent bar of Fuller's Soap for .05
Lead
Mlle Well, Amelia DreyttisitElizabeth
72
World:ror men is the best way
71% December tn. Leave at money order
III asS Inetny.
Mot Hesse
waiting on God.
C. F. I.
53%
2 5 cent bars of Fuller's Soap for .05 Kirkland, Katherine Quigley, Jean
5314 window and •rerelOO $10 miward.
Night Bell at Side Door,
U. S. P.
Morrie, Lillie Hotition,Katherine Pow.
1 .04 V. 1.04'4 - Obit ittivt=dane-ifiCe. large furnFancy Bananas per dol.
.16 ell, Anita Keller.
Fl:Yrr% POT either serves or ithrInke.
IA S. ..
'481
47% ished room with modern eencenienees
/
4

Hart Also Has

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.

ENGLERT
BRYANT'S
SPECIALS....

O

R. W.WALKER CO.

I
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RESIST EFFORTS
WHALERS KIDNAP
TO COLLECT TAX GIRLS OF ALASKA
Will Not Pay Bonds For Rail- Are Caught By Revenue Cutroad Never Built
ter And Held

Costly Fun,
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A
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Leader
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Use company,
eletiellar way thrs
rations with, I
Yesterday aftert
come one threw
his front porch.
aletreet. The crac
deafening sound
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COLI.tG,E,114WS,
is so far superior to
any other cigar of
class
that, wherever it is
its
sold, it wins smokers away
from older, higher -priced
brands.

"1 College Days
6 for 25c.

hole in the pore
w!ndow lights

Cracker Fri
Yesterday mot
end Caldwee str.
a large cannon c
driven by Laths

tor the Paducah
and his ho-,es
was thrown non
alighted in such
the small bone II
Injury was dress
Pendley
Hand Th
Cliff Lee, rest,
street. neer Ter
playing with col
when hit thrus

is a better ckar than the 5c. straight brands
sold outside of National Cigar Stands. It is a mild,
satisfying smoke of unvarying quality.
2.000 National Cigar Stands, through great cooperative economy, sell you cigars at lower priaes
than ordinary dealers have to pay for them.
The bast cigars are Dow sold in the 2,0(K) Drug Stores having
the Netioimal Gear Steeds Emblem in the wandew.
W. B. MeltHERS0N, $IM Broadway.
E. E. DUNN, Seventh sad Cla •-.1rocts.
J. D. BACON,/*Teeth and Jilt assail Streets.
J. C. GILBERT, 164111 Meyers Street.,
OETTIT's HI'.!)(ROW. OH 111tMACY, 120i and Trimble *s.
JAMBS P. SLEETH, tett Brevadvia.y.
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Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
:IFraternity Building.

W. Nirdsobi, Is
Dody, Obion, Ten
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IM., T le Leech
Thompson, Kane
Boyd. titotesinsiol.
Center. .1 W B
E. Cornerali, ao
Chweeeton, Mo.:
Chicago; J. H.
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We Use the King of All
. Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.

Second --The button holes or stud holes match.
ThireNegligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—ft irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and

seen in missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
the "hump" so often

STAR LAUNDRY

-

roe
no other.

IN

MOURNING
406 1131-20ALIVVAY

0 iye Hbl Ks., Dec. 28.—lisavity
armed and teareblog with Use precision of trained tracts* a twee al 1.
4100
roes tooti poeseepes of Olive MU
Moulted asesing. and by forte of the
weapons they Carried forced the collector of taxes to surreetter a stock
of morchanditie en Which he had levied for tams. Determined to Prevost
the collection of either principled or
Interest on railroad toads legged, sixty yeses age for the construCtiOn Of

Washington, D. C.. Dec. 211.—RemIniscent of the days when the Sabine

Hylo Lamps

women were carried off is the story
told here today of a looting and woman-stealing raid of American whalers in faraway Alaska. The story

reached the department of Justice by
way of Seattle.
According to the report, several
masters of American whaling vessels
in Arctic waters captured a lot of

F. Parson,
Treaded,

the prettiest Alaskan girls they could
a railroad winch was never built, the end at a settlement known as Port
men of Carter and loingtt coenties Alaska and put to sea.
The shrieks of the mothers and
have resorted to arms sad have formed themselves into a eon 01 Ku Kitts sisters on short were in vain. The
matter Was reported officially to the
Klan, the members of which
are
pledged to stand together, and, if United States asthoritles In Alaska.
necessary, light for shot they belleve The revenue cutter McCullough was
sent In pursuit and succeeding in
to be their rights.
overhauling the whalers and rescuing the captives.
Spinal Cord Severed
One Mined With Murder.
Lexington. Ky., De. 28.—AIThe girls were put ashore at the
[bough her spinal cord was cut In
two by the bullet which Charles
Stewart fired into her tack Monday
night, Mise Susie Neiman is stel alive
wit% her body paralysed below the
wean& The bullet was located this
evening by Prof. Pence, of the State
°liege, eith an X-ray Inileht11.• It
1 was found eatberldled In the back boas
lid had eompletedy severed the
meld etled. The bullet was removed
salleleas at the Good &smartitr inspeal saa tbe spinal cord wee
stioc.bed together.
Stewart, who shot Mine Minos and
another beanbir at tbe house of his
sister 'Moeday eight, hem*"the,
did
not obey his orders to go to bed and
4 ..adie talking, has
mot pet bees
aught,.

Capital

Your Money
,

Cannot walk nor crawl away frdro you, nor be lost or
stolen when deposited at 4 per sent compound interest
in this bank.
Open an amount at once and get yourself a start.

.-Mechanics and
,.•
Farmers Savings Bank
......;" . •
211 Broadway
-- -

-

100,000

Total security to depositors

$250,000

Accounts of individuals and lulus solicited, We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.

point front which they, had been stolen end the euestfon at once arose
whether the Alaskan court gad Jurisdiction. Telegrams were sent to the
department of justice and it was
eventually decided that the whalers

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock
Third and Broadway

should be taken to Seattle There the
paint was made that' the whalers
should be tried at the "first jurisdiction" at which they touched.
Judge Hanford at Seattle declared
that he could hold the prisoners. is
Seattle was the first "legal jurist
Hon and he was suataioed by the
department of Justice. The trial will
go on there. The principal Jefendant
In the case Is E. W. Newth, captain
of one of the whaling vessels. Another seater, named Bodfish. Is charged
wllh murder.
Crime eprecedeo
The proseculJos will be v.gorons
as the Aleakans are still wards of the
nation and the crime is unprecedented in the United States. The aftakr
has aroused oacials of the departntelat of justice mad instructioe, are
Ihrisir prepared for the, trial.

TO LET
Several superior offices' on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-double offices especially adapted for dentists.

American-German National Bank
227 Broadway
'lees

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT

41 BANANAS IVOR LUNCH.

Libertyville. IX.. Dec. U.--Iloraee
Tower, of Wilburn, Ilk. Is a
()nog man of ambitions and withal
as a robust constitution and an mgreset ye al)Petite. For some tiles he
as shown highly specialised gastrocubic abilities, Isis bent turning to
<I 15a eating. A day or so ago be
te tell bananas without winking, and
hen to stin• what he could do when
in the mood ate thirty on a wager In
fourteen minutes. He had fifteen
minutia to do it, but one njinute
went to waste
He then rested over
night and after a ref meshing breaktut dieted himself by placing one by

P. Moreau,
Assistant Cashiet

$100,000
50,000

Sur plus..
Stock holders liability

murder.

, BATS

R. RUDY,
Canoe/

, Citizen's Savings Bank

Western Kentucky Situatiese
Louisville. Dec
25.— Chairman
%Chord. of the Kealacke railroad
cornmiasion, will again take up the
matter of It. ear Aortae,, especially
as applied to the mestere part of
the state. It Is Kr. lientoed's Idea us
discuss the matter with boUi the ship
/he revenue cutter had • long
pert and railroad men. Mr. MeCkord
chaise and in the running fight one
has not yet decided what date he
of the pursuers was killed and
will hold the conferenet.
around this swings the charge 'of

one beneath Iris vest long and.luinione
names to the number of forty-one.

!Lay a Glnomy
ducah Now
Hal

014.11,
ebeetember

ALASKA

Deadly Serpent Bites.
Man With Stenesch of Wondrous Ca- Are as common in India as are stompacity Swallows 'Kra.
ach and liver disorders with us. For

loth Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

A bad back ma
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Ave most ly due
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Read what a y
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FOR SALE OR RENT

Woman Lives, Although Bullet Sev- Crime Is Unprecedented in History
ered Her spinal tiotit
of A.aaertes amid duriedit tiou
I, ?weed I p.
In Diegete.

SHOT FOR NOT GOING TO BED. PORT

CLIFF

Miniature Lamps
for Christmas Tree
Decorations

the latter however there is a sure
reditedy: electric Bitters; the great
restorative medicine, of which S. A
Brown, of Bennettsville, El. C., says:
"They restored my wife to perfect
health, after years of suffertng with
dyspepsia and a chronically torpid
liver." Electric Bitters cure chills

When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question 1.;
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Oas Fitting
I

132 South Fourth

325 KentuQicy A.vo..
Both Pthonsna 201

and fever, malaria, biliousness, lame

back, kidney troubles

and bladder

disorders. Sold on guarantee by all

druggists. Price 60e.
Metropolis Weddings.
Justice Liggett, of Metropolis, re-

ports two marriages, James B. McClure and Berth Campbell, of Boaz,
Ky., and Rabb Goodwell and Maud
Neighs, of this city. James Webb
and Lula B. Greif, of Ingleside, Ky..
weremarrie1 Wednesday at KetroP-

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

His friends who mitnessed the taking
on of the cargo declared him (hemp.= of the werld sad will back him
oils.
House wiring, electric plants_installed.
against all comers..—He wee given a
lt, as It was thought that was Just
011111.11S1CIIIII
Complete machine shop.
Favorite tonic Is White's erearn Verwhat he needed.
tolugs. the cure for worm3 A nd all
123.124 N.Fourth St.
Phones 787
children** dimmers. It not only kills
the worms. butt removes til. nitwous
and sum, in which tiny build theft
tootts Its action on the chit I La Mile
anot inv.* hint in a healthy comlitIon
Parted Just as Wife Heisted Hashand Joe Ihaitiet. rIlltibbc. Tans,Oa Yo that he
gave one 01 his children white• er.,4•11
and Boy Frost ice.
Verentrusw when the doctor twos/tit ir
BUSINESS MEN'S LIFE INSURANCE CO.
hod (whs. an1
the Are. eame the
&lid passed 71 worms.
Morristown, N. J. Dec. 28.—aeSold by all dresirista
LOUISVILLE, KN.
tore the eyes of his young wife.
Surplus, in Treasury.
°dere* Davis, aged 25, today lost his
Premium on "One Thousand Dollar" straight life policy.
The surplus in the United States
life in an unsuccessful attempt to
tresotry
on
December
31
will
lie
rescue John A. Ante, aged 5, from
-MP
drowning
Davis and his wile saw se,o10,000, three times the amount
114119.4124U.A.ONA
0.0 0 0 0 0.00,
000,
0,
13,
0,0,0,0,
04:1
13
111
j
at
the
same
period
last
year.
It
le
Arke break through the ice and drop
believed
the
rivers and harbors apInto the water. Lying down with
as 4
,15 1
Ca as a 114 Co Cm 4.4 to hi 44 C.
he large.
rope about him, Davis s:ezed Arke. propriation
5,5
Hie wife hauled on the rope and
zliE'4,Z1Z,T.Tto'gC:5,9.313VF-4,--!,TVC0W:Wa.t t't'S1-`31;:tnt(6.3
OFFICERS—C. B. Nordeman, President; Chain B. Norton, Vice-Presi•
drew her husband back from the hole Worth doing IsWilferis
worth doing well. It
until the boy was out orThe water. you wish to be cured of Rheumatism. dent; Chas, &bug, Secretary; Geo. C. Summers, Treasurer; Henry Enos
use 13.111ard's Snow Liniment and you
As she polled again the `rope broke will be "'well cured." A positive cure Tuley, Medical Director; Jas. R Duals), General Counsel.
ADVISORY BOARD—V. H. Enstlehard, A. Y. Ford, W. H. Bradbury,
arid the man andt boy slid beck fete for Sprains. Monralgta. Bruises. Contracted Muscles and all the Ills that
the seater and were drowned.
tlesh is heir to. A. CI. H. Williams C. W. Chambers, Robt. E. Woods, Fred Levy, Claude Balthis.
Navasota, TeSse. writes: "I have
d
We recognize the one great and only principle in Insurance, PROTECAsow Liniment for sprained ankle and TION. Write or call. Agents wanted
It
tin
sattatecAloo.
best
gave
of
I al435 Martians situation
ekeep it In the house."
W. A. WARD, District Agent, 113 1 S. Fourth, Paducah, Ky.
by all druggists.
Frequently results from neglect of

:-.4..v.vs,ttf..-s<7.--tItt-F.t

g.A.....-ctSfre.tet.t.'sti1

etajj

Cogged bowels and torpid liver, until constipation becomes chronic.
TMs condition is unknown to those
who use Dr. Klag's New Life Pills;
the best and gentlest regulators of
Stomach and Bowels. Guaranteed las
all druggists. Price 26c.

This is a cad worid to him who
lookeat It IOW 'sour eyes.
MANLY To sits
And early to rise makes one healthy,
happy and wise--eapecially if you tniCe
IferbIne before retiring. A 'positive
curs fee CensUipatioe. pyspeesia and
all liver complaints. Mrs S
c`oluni-

We, Tenn.. writes: "1 elwaya keep a
euppSy of your lierkine on hand. A02

ett phased 'with the ftslief it gives in
Subscribe for THE SUN and get the new: even bald-beaded men ha *e the oenittleselon
nee all lives cemptiatets
Serve to criticise the way others part Met words can't
express my appreciait is news.
tot;
their hale
MOE by all slrugsista.

CIUY NANCE & SON I
Undertakers and E.mbalrners
AMBULANCE FOR SICK OR INJURP.D
Open Day and Night.
New Phone 3,34.
Old Phone 699
213 SOUTH THIRO STREET
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REFUGEES
Bu A. CONAN DOYLE,

BREWERY AGENTS OPIUM CAMPAIGN
LICENSE REDUCED STARTED IN CHINA
Out of Town Concerns Come
In On Equal Footing

Author of -The Return of Sherlock Holmes"
COPYRIGHT, 1891. BY
ameimasememwsmememmeeememw.
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Ille0T1trilis

Board of .thicrunen Hold Two Sessions iii One Night and Pam
Ordinance,

DIED SUDDENLY
OF HEART DISEASE.

LEE LINE STEAMER

Bow frequent), does a head hue similar to the ats.)N e greet us in the newspapers. 'Yee rush, push and streenuosness of the American people ha, a strong
tilkutlalbo.7 to lead up to valvular and other
alreellaiiii af the heart, attended by It.,
regular
action, paltouttlort, dizziness,
Leaves Cincinnati Decemsensations and other diatomite
Empress Dowager Would Put smothered
hag symptoms.
ber 12 for Louisville, EvansThree of the prominent ingredients of
ville, Paducah,
Memphis
which Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical DisStop to Habit.
covery Is made are recommended by some
points.
and
all
way
of the leadjng writers on Materiel Medico
for the cure of Just such coma. Golden
Through rate to ilelena,
Seal root, for Iwitauce, le said by the
Embargo on Importation and Regis- Usirao STATis Insvzits•TOlir,•standVicksburg and Pint Bluff,
ant authority, "to import tone an intretion of %Infirm of DrugiAre
Ark., arriving Paducah Satcreased power to the heart's action.'
Adopted.
Numerous other leading authorities' repurday,
December 15.
reseut Gokiin Seal as an unser=
tonic for the muscular system in g
and as the heart is almost wholly ems0.
PHILLIPS, Agent
posed of muscular Pestle, it naturally
Phones 1155-A.
Both
strengthfuliows
greatly
that
it
must
be
H.O1 STKONG HOLD ON NATION.
by this
WS superb, 'fettered tonic. But
tata itioki lingFt ingredisui
pm
of "' dee Medical
i
very," so tee
valval•r And
1111 in marvelous curm
affections
are con- ZVANSVILLI,
other
of
the
heart
Washington, Dee. 118.-Among the
PADCFGAII
AND
4,is Stone root,or Ceditemorairs Goa.,
OALSO LI/1*.
fe
. W112. Paine, author of Paine's
many importapt reforms that have
of Medicine, says of it:
been undertaken by the imperia gov- Epltomy
I. sot long since, had • paciant who was
(Inoorpor
aa=
ernment of China Is the suppression au mach oppreeaed wan vla•ulsr thrum, of
the heart that lita friends were Obliged to
of the opium traffic, and it Is a good entry hlin up-4cl% In. however, _residual* Ibraimille and P
rwrovened under the influsece of ooninsuata
deal of a task. If the government of (Medicinal
principle extracted trout Stone
L
ti.Isad Is now attempting to hie Wainer.
the United States should attempt to

Steamer Georgia Lee

PER WEEK ,
1

GLE ENDED;
All IS VICTOR
I. Smith Enters, Into

F.

Mane. de afontearien had retired to When a more showy one was ready for
restwasy in her mind. after resseivinf mu? Aad this la the end of all those DRUGGISTS WIN THEIR POINT
tlietliotemage froio her brother. She rows, dose sweet whispers, those perant* Louis as feet others knew him. magma these ereinisee-thisr
and she was well aware of that ob"Nay, madame, this Is painful to both
The board of aldermen met in adsthigew In trifles 4bich was one of his It us."
clutineeeristics. If he had said that
"Pain! Where is the pain in your journed session last evening and retteVtrould be mardod by the aretibish- 'ace? I see anger in it because I have duced the license of brewery agents
op,then the archbishop it must be. tared to !meal truth. I see Joy in it from $250 to $150 and druggists' liTonight at least there should be no *canoe yon feel that your site Milt quor license
from $150 to $35.
amertage.
• done."
Mayor Yeiser presented a petition
file dressed herself with care in the
"My patience can bear no more!"
narrating. No new, bad come to her of tffed the king furiously. "I leave you, which was banded him in the afterennalionomp
arl
iblins. knelt; of On remedy
so dist resent and se dansee resew
noon. It was from agents for brewer- suppress the liquor habit it would be
tbsigreat event of the previous nigbt, nadame, and forever"
roes a
With thrall it waa all
.
although the court already rang with
11 fearfully warned the
ces-work. a
But
Rut her fury had swept all fear and ies protesting against the charging no more difficult, for, as ex-Secretary
(Daily Rxcept Sunday.)
sled that tl 2th was near an hand ColIt, Styr her haughtiness and her bitter ileeretion from her mind. ebe
of h110 per annual for doing busi- Foster said in his recent lecture bein.. sopa,•.‘osabl, at?,islii miter La
Steamers Joe Fowler and John 11
tosotte had left her without a friend *d between the door and film, her ness In Paducah The petition stated' fore the Maticinal Geographic Society,
-a deka and . i want Instances effects a
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Miran,alum'
or flatmate. She rose. therefore, in the 'nee flushed, bee eyes blazing, her face
Stoma root is itlso recommendoi by Dn. vine and way landings at 11 • as.
that each signer of the petition is a nearly every family in China "has
beg/ of spirits.
bruit a little (onward, one small white
EllIngwood, of Chicago, for
and
Tf.ale
resident of Paducah and that
to felt the clutch of this monster vice •ttivular anti other diseases of the heart.
Special excursion rate now in stt
o still In her boudoir putting - atilt slipper tapping upon the carpet,
was
The latter says: "It is a thwart tonic of reet from Paducah to livaneville and
touches to her toilet when her
"Yoe are In haste,, sire? she is wali- raise agents for out of town brewer- and it Is known to have impoverish- direct
and pagivonnent laffuenre."
_
announced to her that the king ng for you doubtless. But It was a les from $50 to $1150 while the li- sk:1 whole communities." It is, how'Widen 'Medical Disrovery,- nOt only return, $4.00 Elegant muskies oa the
waiting in her salon. Mine. de Reappointment last night, was It not. cense of the Paducah Brewing asso- ever, dented thet the drug is largely cures serious heart affections. but ks • boat. Table unsurpassed.
must efficient general tonic and invigorn could Mirdly believe in such ny pour tare? Ah, and for
.the govern- ciation Is flied at $160 is unfair, and used by the *Metal class. A promi- ate., strenatiaMmIng the stomach, in. ig.
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the secretary of interior's action in
temeorarily suspending allotments
war not only within his right, but
he would hese been -remits had he
done otherwise. A recommendation
will be made to Ste secretary of agriculture, wbo will undoubtedly- trans
mit the mine to the interior, that, as
originally withdrawn, the 4,604),000
acres a year can be properly reduced
to half the size by leaeng wit the
part in the Cherokee notion and all
the and within twenty miles of the
Missouri, Kansao and Texas railway
In the Choctaw nation
This report. It is exported the secretary of the interior will make public as soon as it reaches him.

Coatagicies.
An Irish lad on the east side was
obliged recently to seek treatment at
b()NG DOOR DUEL.
a dispensary. On his return home
New year's Grocery Specials specia.ly priced for Saturday and
from the first treatment be was met
Mole
al %hi EXCEPTED l'!its10.11 FULL. At
by this inquiry from his mother:
day . This is oar customary Pre-New Year's sale of good Weiss tn sat. As
THOltITY DV DGPAItTMENT.
Weetrington, Dec. 2s — "Waltz
"An' what did the docthor man
say was the matter /red your eye?" me around again. Willie," has been usual we have picked out for special pricing the very items that are
"He said there was some fume changed to "Run me around again most In demand at this season.
John," arr the result of a bloodless
substance in it."
lisifen..• of secretary of Interior Will
"Shure!" exclaimed the old wom- but ludicrous affray between ilbeemHe Made in Report of else
sc:ative John Wesley Gaines, of 18 Pounds Finest Granulated Sugar
an, with an I-told-you-so air, "now,iii
('hief.
Magee, add a man in Wastrington
maybe, ye'll kape away from than
who is known as a Public agent.
Eyetalian boys!"—Success.
20c lb Fancy Cream Cheese.
A..the story Noma Gaines and the
20c lb Fancy Brick Cheese.
Washington, Dec. 28.— Clifford
publicity agent engaged in an alterDelirious Man Cremated.
Pinchot, chief of the forest reserve,
20c lb Fancy Roll Butter.
cation in the rotunda of a leading hoDallas, Vex., Dec. 28 —As the re- tel, which concluded
today approved a rough draft of a rein an invitation
30c pk Nice Red Apples.
sult of a delirium caused by a conport to be submitted to the secretary
to Gaines to "step out on the side25c 3 cans June Peas.
gestive chili during the night, W. R.
of agriculture relating to the 4,4000,walk and take a Picking." The alac"BELLAMY" AND "MARIA."
25c
2 cans June Corn.
Bowen,
laborer
•
employed on the rity with which the invitation was ac00o acres of land in the Indian terri•
25c 3 call Pumpkin.
tory whose withdrawal for forest re- Names of White Hoene Kittens, Pro. TrinIt yriver lock and dam, upset a cepted somewhat discouraged Gatnes'
25c 3 cans Lye Hominy.
tent
his
and
was
burned
in
to
lame
serve purposes brought about both
ge•ny of "Samantha."
would-be antagonist, who led the way
65c pk Fancy Pat. Flour.
death before assistance couid reach toward
an Investigation and criticism of the
t he street.
61k sack Fancy Straight Flour.
him.
secretaries of the interior and agriWhen a big revolving door leading
Washington. Dec. 28.—"8aman25c Fancy Fruit (like.
culture by a imitate awirmattee.
into Pennsylvania avenue was reachtha," a mature rind motherly est.
25c 3 Pkgs Mince Meat.
ed the publicity agent's courage
Snow Seems in Austria.
The report snows that the proposed long favorite pet of the White House.
35c 3 M Crisp Crackers.
forestry reserve was ..eked for pri- has brought added joy to the hearts
Vienne, Dee
28.—Heavy snow shrunk completely. instead of paes10c big jar Apple Putter.
lag
into the street he calmly followmarily by the Indians themmeives and of the younger Roosevelt children by storms throughout Austria-Hungary
10c big jar Jelly.
other local people; that the mainten- bringing Into the world a pair of for the past three days have resulted ed the door around in a circle, the
21kpk Bolted Meal.
Irate
Gaines
heels.
at
his
Around and
ance of a forest reserve on the pro- kittens. The youngsters, greatly tick- in the death of a number of persons
11k 3 cans Oil Sardines.
around went the pursued and the putTweed era wilt Furnish a muchneeded led by reason of this unexpected prev- from frogging.
21k 2 Ms Evaporated Peaches,
surer
ever
with
ent,
inereaelng
velocity,
put
the
kittens in a basket, took
continuous emptily of timber and
21k 2 Ms Evaporated Apples.
each in his separate compartment
wood for local nOP, and also prevent them upstairs to father and said that ••••••
35c 3 Ms Nice Primes.
dragging
his
heels
from
as
the
new
under
pets
were
lb*
born
On
Christ
!
disastrous floods along the thousand
lac lb Fancy Oyster Crackers.
door, following relentlessly upon lig
miles of the Red river, running mac; day he must supply them with
20c lb layer Figs.
footsteps.
through Texas, Arkansas and Louis- appropriate names. The president at
15c lb Fresh Roastedeoffee
the
compartments
As
flew by the
_ lane, where inarrenne some of money first demurred, but eventually yielded
erwomerr•
25c M Java and Mocha Coffee,
SIMMISIO•a MEOW as.
Open space leading into the hotel and
are now being expended for levees to the Insistence of the children.
25c 3 bunches Celery.
Into
the
street
laud
With
words
one
12
of
inscrutable
1-2c
his
doz.
grins
resounded,
Fancy Bananas.
by local people and the government;
20c lb Fancy Filberts.
only to be muffled a moment later as
10c package Seeded Raisins.
a forest reserve would not take up all which have often proved puzzling
26c lb Fancy Almonds.
the
compartment
alike
to
friends
enemies
and
sped
Into
the
he
"tundethe residue of land after allotments
10c package Seeded Currants.
25c lb Fancy Pecans.
nel"
on
either aide of the doorway.
clared that the name of one kitten
to the Ind-lane.
10c package nice Dates.
26c pk. Scaly-barks.
Finally Gaines is reported to have
should be "Bellamy" and the name
Sc package Sweet Chocolate.
25c pk Black Walnuts.
The report will further insist that
locome exhausted from the chase, the
of the other should be "Maria."
10c package Butter Chocolate.
25c pk Fancy Pop Corn.
publicity agent vanished.
20e lb Fancy Mixed Nuts.
7 1-2c lb Fancy Mixed' Candy.
When you are having A
To Dethrone Peter.
20c lb Fancy Cream Nuts.
20c lb Fancy Cream Candy.
Belgrade, flervia. Dee 28.—The
prescription filled you cannot
Five Jape Are Caught,
National assembly finally has acceptEl Paso, Alias, Dec. 28.-- Immibe too careful about who fills
ed the loan and armament bills,
gration officers have succeeded In arF 0 U N D.
—Mr. C. A. McFarland has been
it for you,
31c a Box
iwhich were sent today for slenatere
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY RATIOS
resting five Japanese below here at
appointed by the Smith-Premier
This department of our
of ,King Peter The debate on these
N., C. & ST. L. BY. Typewriter company to succeed Mr.
Fort Hancock, out of a large numFare and a third plus 25c rouncil W. L. Heivey in this district, Mr.
more u res today waa atteDdeci, by d isbusiness
receives
the
ber
careful
smuggled
over
Christmas
night
Made of the purest of ingretrip.
Tickets on sale Dec. 20th to McFarland will , mantain his headorderly wanes in the assembly, achand all were deported to Mexico toattention of one of the best
'25th, and 30th and 31st and /San. quarters at 425 Broadway
dients by one of the best
ing from the open expression of KMin Padte
day.
prescriptionists
in the state,
let. Limit Jan. 7th. 1807. to local cab,
makers in the trade, shipped
KYtintents against the present Veraand
through
points
and
including
only
all
the
the
purest
and
goergevaeh dynasty which, gave dee
to us in fancy boxes
daps Corner Potatoes.
Southeast and many points West.
freshest drugs are used.
Traction Wreck hi Italy.
to reports In German and American
Los Angeles, Dec. 28.-- Japanese For particulars inquire of ticket o(
of a movement to dethrone
have cornered the potato market and Poe.
Rome, D.. 26.--ThIrty perique
We fill all prescriptions
Fresh Every qoarters
King Peter.
No. 410 Broadway. Phone 212. were seriously Injured in a wreck at
are forcing prices up. They will
promptly, and deliver anySaturday
Norton street depot, phone 22. Tick- Grallerte, Lombardy-, where
deer a milli/an.
electric:I
where
in reasonable distant*.
et office Union depot. Phone 85.
Negroes Supplant Jape.
trains collided.. Several are already
Tacoma, Dec. 28.—The Greet
The candy has made a hit
Skidoo for Relate,
dead,
Northern is importing negroes to
Santa Fe Pensions Men,
Tangier, Lee 28.—It is reported
with our customers. Drop in
Chicago,
take the place of Japanese laborers.
Dec.
28.- Beginning
here.* letter from Sultan dismissing
tomorrow or Sunday &Jul get
Carey (after Riley has fallen e,
The Jape work herd but don't acRaisull from governorship of the January 1 the Santa Fe will pena box.
'stories)—"Are yes deed, Pat!"
sion
compHeh as tench work,
employes
who have been in sercity will be in the Mosque tomorrow.
Riley—"Ol am."
vice 30 years.
Casey—"Shure, yer such a liar 01
Opened to Men.
Half Million Loss.
don't know whither to belay yes Or
New York. Dee 28.—The famous
ilipanisth Steamer Rinks,
,Philadelphia, Dec. 28.—A loss of
not."
Martha Washington hotel, exclusivessee4,06,0 was suteateed in a fire at
Comma, Spain. Dec. 28.— TOa
Riley— "Shure. that provee 01.111
4th
and
Broadway
4th and Broadway
ly for women. lost so Much It will be
the Straw-hoard company's plant last Spanish steamer Primrose sank
and dead. Yes wnidn't dare call me a Bar
opened to MM.
nigh t.
Only one person Yeas saved.
if 01 wur alolve."— Illustrated ME
era Wafts.
MOW seat.;

The Great Southern Tea & Coffee Co.

Send Us
Your
Prescriptions
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